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heDaily · 
stern News 
• . •  wiU be mostly cloudy, warmer wittl 
highs in the upper 30's or lower 40's, 
Southeast winds at 1 O to 18 mph. 
Friday night, cloudy and warmer, tows 
n the middle 30's. Saturday, cloudy, a 
40 percent chance of rain, highs in the 
upper30's. ern Illinois University I Charleston, Ill. 61920 I Vol.'71, No. 96 /Two Sections, 24 Pages 
room at Health Service has been full 
dl!e to an outbreak of flu on campus. 
RICK STUCKEY I Staff photographer 
About 250 students sought medical attention 
there on Thursday. 
udents flock to Health Service 
'common cold' affects many 
mmon cold" has sent a flood of 
nts to Health Service this week. 
Service Director Dr. Jerry Heath said at 
tudents came in Thursday. 
'd most of the students that have come 
simple cold. However, a few students 
in with upper respiratory infections. 
respiratory infections are colds and 
," Heath said adding that there have 
a few cases of stomach flu. 
ts come in and think they have food 
," Heath said. "As for the flu, there 
been a few cases. There is no flu 
flu is caused by two kinds of viral in­
" Heath said. "People react to them 
y. Some people get minor sore throats, 
and fevers. Others get the intestinal 
such as nausea. " 
added that the Health Service will see 
200 and 300 cases a day. 
Heath said a student can expect to wait longer if 
they go to Health Service in between classes earlier 
in the week, however Fridays are usually quieter. 
According to Associated Press reports, 32 states 
have reported influenza this winter, and 18, in­
cluding Illinois, are undergoing local or statewide 
outbreaks, federal health officials said Thursday. 
Delaware, Minnesota, New Jersery, North 
Carolina, Virginia and the District of Columbia 
were experienceing "widespread" flu outbreaks 
by the end of last week, the Centers for Disease 
Control said in its weekly report. 
The CDC defines widespread outbreaks as those 
covering an area which includes at least half of a 
state's residents. 
Thirteen more states-Connecticut Idaho 
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland : 
Michigan, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, 
Wisconsin and Utah-have reported more limited 
''regional'' outbreaks. 
"School outbreaks of influenza-like illness 
have been reported from many states,'' the CDC 
said. 
ions of shuttle possibly found 
CAVA VERAL, Fla. (AP)- A Coast 
er on Thursday reported finding a large 
ris believed to be part of the fuselage of 
shuttle Challenger in the Atlantic Ocean 
of the cockpit appear to be floating on 
ge is the central body part of the shuttle. 
it was sending ships and divers to the area 
report. 
nder Jim Simpson of the Coast Guard 
tter Dallas reported its findings to be "a 
" and that there appeared to be parts of 
floating in the water. 
whether there was �ny sign of the bodies of 
astronauts who died in Challenger when it 
on Tuesday, NASA spokesman Hugh 
· , "no. " 
would not give the location of the 
but said it was far off shore. 
Charitable children have -begun to donate their 
money to help replace Challenger. For more shuttle 
coverage, see page 6A. 
''They had multiple sonar hits indicating there is 
something large on the bottom," he said. 
NASA expanded its search for Challenger's 
wreckage and dispatched six Navy ships to "the 
missile graveyard of the world. " Crews recovered 
thousands of pounds of debris, including one of the 
shuttle's control panels. 
A bone with blue fabric attached washed up on a 
beach, and medical technicians examined it to see if it 
belonged to one of the seven astronauts killed in 
Tuesday's explosion. 
The bone was found near Indialantic, 35 miles 
south of Cape Canaveral, and was taken to a hospital 
at nearby Patrick Air Force Base. NASA spokesman 
(See PORTIONS, page 6A) 
2 more .taken 
in crackdown· 
Bar 'checks' continue 
By JIM ALLEN 
City editor 
Charleston Police made spot checks of six bars late 
Thursday night, but made no arrests, Lt. Rick Fisher 
said. 
Police walked through Jerry's Pub 1 508 Fourth, 
Charleston Lanes, 1 3 1 0 E. Charleston, Mother's, 506 . 
E. Monroe, E. L. Kracker's, 1405 S. Fourth, the 
Uptowner, 623 E. Monroe, and Thirsty's, 508 E. 
Monroe, without finding any violations, Fisher said. 
When asked if bar owners were checking iden­
tification better, Fisher said, "I know they are. " 
When asked if the bar checks will continue, Fisher 
. said, "I know they will." 
In addition, two more Eastern freshmen were 
taken in spot checks of bars Wednesday night, police 
said, bringing to 43 the tally of underaged students 
arrested in the recent crackdown. 
City A�torney Tony Sunderman said Thursday 
that the city has also filed charges against eight bar 
owners in connection with the initial raid of nme 
establishments on Jan. 16. • 
.
Those charges, Sunderman said, are for admitting 
mmors and are currently being reviewed by Associate 
Judge Ashton Waller. Bar owners should receive 
warrants and notices to appear in court probably by 
late next week, Sunderman said. 
The bar owners face fines in court of $1 to $500 for 
each frequenting conviction as well as sanctions to be 
set by the liquor commissioner, Charleston Mayor 
Murray Choate. 
Sunderman also said that additional charges in 
connection with this week's raids are likely. 
When asked if further surprise police "walk 
throughs" would be made, Police Chief Maurice 
Johnson said, "We might surprise them-you just 
never know. '' 
Both 18-year-olds arrested Wednesday, freshmen 
James J. Vlahos and John R. Ketchmark, were taken 
from Ike's Little Campus, Lincoln Avenue. Vlahos 
and Ketchmark are scheduled to appear at 9 a. m. 
Feb. 7 in Coles County Circuit Court on charges of 
frequenting licensed establishments as minors. 
Police also checked Thirsty's, 508 E. Monroe St. , 
and Page One Tavern, 4 10 S. Sixth St. , but made no 
arrests Wednesday in those establishments Johnson 
said. ' 
Six other students-all 18-year-old freshmen taken 
Tuesday night from Panther Lounge-are scheduled 
to appear at 9 a.m. Friday in court. 
Freshmen John C. Neyer and Bruce J. Harris will 
appear on charges of possession of alcohol and 
frequenting a licensed establishment as a minor. 
Facing only frequenting charges are Cheryl S. 
Dasenbrock, Chuck W. Fairgrieves, Tammy L. 
McLain and Kelly E. Price. 
While 19 and 20 year olds were taken in the Jan. 16 
raid of 10 bars, the subsequent and smaller-scale 
checks of establishments have netted only 18 year 
olds. 
"Well, you've got to realize the only way we're 
going to check the 19 and 20 year olds is if they have 
a beer in· their hands or if we think we can prove they 
did," Johnson said. 
Choate, who ordered the spot checks as liquor 
commissioner, said Thursday he had not made a 
decision as to what action he will take against liquor 
license holders found with underaged students in 
their bars. 
Sunderman said owners of the following 
· establishments will be charged: 
(See 2 MORE, page 6A) 
roundhog Day No law means no law 
Read about the day's history in Verge See the special pullout section in this week's Verge 
_, 
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state/Natton/World · ministration backs guerrillas 
Miners' strike ends with order 
WALTONVILLE-About 360 striking miners returned 
to work Wednesday under a judge's order, ending a two-day / 
walkout at a Southern Illinois mine, a spokesman for the 
Freeman United Coal Co. said. 
"A full shift of workers reported back at 8 a.m.," 
spokesman James Ryan said from the company's 
headquarters in Chicago. "Normal activities have 
resumed." 
Members of United Mine Workers Local 1591 returned to 
the Orient Mine No. 6 near Waltonville at the order of Chief 
U.S .. D�stri�t Judge. James Foreman, who ruled Tuesday that theu wddcat stnke would cause irreparable harm to the 
company if allowed to continue. 
Child's death blamed on mother 
PEORIA-A woman who reportedly told a neighbor she 
drowned her 2-year-old daughter in the bathtub during a 
baptismal rite, has been charged with murder in the tod-
dler's death. · 
Peoria Courity State's Attorney John Barra, who filed the 
murder charge on Wednesday, accused Wendy Bagby of 
holding her 26-month-old daughter's head underwater until 
the child, Lakisha Bagby, was dead. 
Ms. Bagby, 24, was under psychiatric observation at 
Methodist Medical Center in Peoria at the time of the Jan. 
20 incident and has been there ever since, Barra said. · 
Passive smoke is dangerous 
WASHINGTON-It's time to stop dismissing non­
smokers as "finicky busybodies" when they complain about 
inhaling other people's smoke, a government health-safety 
official said Wednesday. 
John C. Topping Jr. , staff director of the Environmental 
Protection Agency's Office of Air and Radiation, said 
evidence linking "passive smoke" to disease, though 
fragmentary, "seems sufficient to warrant strong steps to 
cut down involuntary exposure to cigarette smoke." 
He said his own agency was not proposing cigarette­
smoke regulations. But he spoke approvingly of scattered 
cities, such as San Francisco, that have passed laws on the 
subject. 
· · · 
Polling places to close at 9 p. m. 
WASHINGTON-The House on Wednesday approved a 
plan to have all polling places in the 48 continental United 
States close at 9 p.m. EST on presidential Election Day. 
To minimize the disruption, the bill would approve ex­
tension of Pacific Daylight Savings Time in presidential 
years until after Election Day, so polls in the West would 
close at 7 p. m. local time. 
Rep. Al Swift, D-Wash. , a former TV newscaster, said 
the legislation, which passed 204-175, would "insur� every 
voter has a chance to cast a ballot before the results are 
announced.'' 
He said Hawaii and Alaska asked to be exempted from 
to help oust Angola governmen 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan 
assured guerrilla chieftan Jonas Savimbi on 
Thursday he wants to be "very careful" to his 
campaign to oust the Cuban-backed government 
in Angola, and the administration suggested it 
wants to give aid secretly rather than openly. 
Savimbi, leaving the White House, 
pronounced himself satisfied. 
Reagan dressed in a dark business suit, and 
Savimbi, bearded and wearing a Nehru jacket, 
posed for pictures in the Oval Office, sitting in 
wing chairs in frong of a low-burning blaze in the 
fireplace. · 
"We want to be very helpful to what Dr. 
Savimbi and his people are trying to do, and 
what we're trying to arrive at is the best way to 
do that," Reagan said. 
The administration reportedly is seeking up to 
$15 million in aid for Savimbi, who was trained 
·as a guerrilla fighter by Mao Tse-tung and other 
leaders of the Chinese revolution before forming 
the National Union for the Total Independence 
of Angola (UNIT A). 
Savimbi's forces control one-third of Angola's 
territory anci exercise political influence over 
about 60 percent of the country's seven million 
people. 
On the other side is a Marxist government 
backed by 35,000 Cuban troops and 
totaling more than $2 billion in r 
according to administration estimates. 
Until congressional repeal of the 
Clark amendment last year, the Uni 
had been banned from providing aid in 
Resumption of coverf aid would 
least partially-the role of the CIA 
Angola. It was disclosure of 
assistance to UNIT A that led to adop 
Clark amendment in 1967. 
In contrast to the administr 
congressional leaders, including Sen. 
Durenberger, R-Minn., chairman of 
intelligence committee, and Rep. 
Hamilton, D-Ind., chairman of the 
telligence committee, insist that 
Savimbi be provided openly, subj 
congressional debate. 
However, a senior administratio 
rejected that approach, saying, "We d 
it's the right way to go. " 
The official, briefing reporters at 
House after Savimbi's departure, 
don't think it (overt aid) will work. We 
think it's the appropriate way to go in 
strategy. " 
The official insisted on anonymity. 
Farm !ending program in trouble 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The government's 
$28 billion last-resort lending program for 
farmers is in serious jeopardy because of in­
creased losses, and some 37,000 borrowers owing 
nearly $5 billion are likely to fail, congressional 
investigators said Thursday. 
Brian P. Crowley, a senior investigator for 
Congress' General Accounting Office, said a 
study of Farmers Home Administration loans 
found the average borrower had a debt-to-asset 
ratio of 83 percent, a level defined as indicating 
"extreme financial problems. " 
So.me 20 percent of the borrowers 
studied-believed to be a representative sample 
of the system's 270,000 customers-actually had 
ratios of more than 100 percent, meaning they 
owed more than they had in assets, Crowley said. 
Despite the poor financial conditions, FmHA 
has contir'ued to make loans to some of those 
farmers, who have little chance of ever repaying 
them, he added. 
In the fist six months of 1985, the agency 
issued $763 million in new loans to borrowers 
who already were technically insolvent, the 
GAO's report showed. Another $1.2 billion went 
to farmers in extreme distress, it found. 
"The financial condition of F 
portfolio and its borrowers is not a 
picture," Crowley told the Senaie 
Committee. 
He said some 37,000 of the agency's 
had made no payments on their debt 
three years, and that FmHA judged 
viva! chances as slim. A disproporti 
of the long-delinquent foans are i 
economic disaster relief. program, 
of those loans are in southern states, 
"In these difficult times, FmHA is 
the dilemma of providing credit 
farmers while at the same time p 
government's, and ultimately the 
financial interests," Crowley said. ' 
cipal issue is . . .  where do you draw the 
FmHA, because it is the farm le 
resort, always has a shakier loan po 
commercial lenders. Its charter stip 
take on primarily customers who 
turned down by other lenders. Since 
period of severe economic stress for 
agency's lending has grown from 
nearly $28 billion. 
the bill. 
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students fished in thawed waters and warm temperatures a short 
, students Thursday were s�ating and playing hockey on the ice covering the campus pond. Temperatures w111 nse above freezing again Thursday as highs in the low 40's are forecasted . 
erty performance leaves 
mittee $9,000 in the red 
ss equals that of Fixx concert 
,000 was lost in Friday's John Cafferty 
ver Brown Band cqncert, Student Ac­
or Anita Craig said.; 
equals the deficit from The Fixx concert 
e Tubes, which performed at Eastern 
o, lost $4,000 for the University Board. 
t sales for the Cafferty concert came to 
a dollar amount at $1,340 sold at the 
'd. \ 
536 of the 1,221 were tickets sold to the 
the cost of $8. Those included Eastern 
' out IDs. 
1,221 tickets sold, those costing $6 for 
dents with IDs, came to a total of 685, 
d have needed 1,300 more tickets to be 
even, " she said. 
· an average price of $7 a ticket would 
alleviate the problem of breaking even, 
ving two different prices. 
to offset the cost of the concert, Craig 
cut back on some expenses. " 
t expense was advertising, which was 
Jor up to $4,500 used on initial advertising, 
Insteaq, Craig said about $4,200 was used. 
Another expense Craig had to cut was what she 
termed "hospitality," which included meals and 
lodging for the crew and band from set-up time to 
after the concert. 
Craig used only about $500 9f the allotted $1,000. 
Because of the crowd's size, fewer university 
policemen were needed to patrol the concert than 
originally thought. 
Craig said probably no future concerts will be held 
this semester. Money for concerts is more available in 
the fall because of a "cushion in the account," and 
the cushion isn't there now,.she said. 
Craig said the Parent's Weekend concert is usually 
the big moneymaker. She has also said country shows 
bring a profit. 
During the 1983-84 school year, country acts The 
Oak Ridge Boys and Alabama generated a $4,000 
profit. Craig has said more peopie from the 
surrounding community usually attend country 
shows, producing more money to finance rock 
shows . .  
"We try to do three to four shows a year," Craig 
said. 
Concerts this year included Frankie Avalon, the 
Producers, and John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown 
Band. 
Four students contend 
for Miss Black EIU title 
By GLENN DA VIS 
Staff writer 
The Black Student Union will sponsor the 10th 
annual Miss Black EIU pageant at 6 p. m. Saturday in 
the Union Grand Ballroom. 
The theme for the pageant is "Ebony Montage." 
Four students are competing for the title. 
The pageant will consist of five segments: talent, 
evening wear, personal expression, traditional scene 
and an impromptu question. 
In the personal expression segment contestants will 
perform a skit "that reflects a side of their per­
sonality or their ambitions," said junior Annette 
Green, coordinator for the pageant. 
In the traditional scene, contestants will wear an 
outfit depicting their African heritage. 
The winner of the pageant will receive $200 to $300 
worth of Deborah Howell Cosmetics which the show 
is featuring. The winner will also become a model for 
Deborah Howell Cosmetics, Green said. 
"She will be promoting their (Deborah Howell) 
make-up on billboards, in magazines and will also 
appear in an upcoming commercial,'' Green said. 
In addition, the winner will receive $200 to $300 
worth of hair care products from the Johnson & 
Johnson company. The runners-up prizes have not 
been determined, Green said. 
Contestants for Saturday's pageant are: freshman 
Deborah Bennett, a journalism major; freshman 
Charlean Hines, a theatre arts major; junior Bonita 
Watts, a music major and sophomore Tracy 
Olawumi, a computer management major. 
lor Hal I rooms receive asbestos removal priority 
•s· informational 
asbestos decided to 
oms containing 
in ·Taylor Hall 
for spring break 
going to finish 
Housing Director 
en said Thursday. 
take about a day or 
a half, depending.on 
go. " 
said students living 
remaining Taylor 
ms that contain 
will be sent letters 
y removal begins. 
stressed that the 
because it is com-
pletely covered, poses no 
danger to the student. 
"It (the asbestos) is all 
covered," Hencken said. "It's 
not just something I'm 
saying.'' 
No priorities have been set 
on where removal will be done 
next. However, Hencken said 
he believed mechanical and 
engineering rooms in the 
residence halls would be the 
next location to be worked on 
during spring break. 
''The requisition we're 
sending out will say 'removal 
of elbow compound in 
residence halls,"'. Hencken 
said. "This gives us the 
freedom to go into mechanical 
and equipment rooms as 
well. " 
Hencken explained that the 
requisition, written by the 
informational team, is sent to 
the purchasing office. The 
purchasing office solicits bids 
for removal of elbow com­
pound and any other costs that 
may be incurred. Bags may be 
placed around the pipes when 
the asbestos is being removed 
to prevent fibers from 
escaping into the air. 
Hencken said bids under 
$10,000 do not need to be sent 
to the Board of Governors for 
approval and may be ap­
proved on campus by Eastern 
President Stanley Rives. Bids 
under $5,000 need only be 
approved by a vice president. 
Verna Armstrong, vice 
president for administration 
and finance, could not be 
r e a c h e d  f o r  c o m m e n t  
Thursday. 
Removal that was com­
pleted by Apple Contractor 
and Erectors, Inc. o f  
.:.(aylorville during winter 
break was done at a cost of 
less than $5,000. Hencken said 
he anticipated the cost to be 
about the same. 
Hencken and Physical Plant 
engineer Marty lgnazito plan 
to attend the National 
Asbestos Training Center's 
,convention Feb. 25-28 in 
Houston. 
Hencken said he thought the 
convention, which is being 
offered through the University 
of Kansas, would be 
beneficial. "I'm -confident 
even before we leave that we 
are going to learn a lot. '' 
Hencken said · the in­
formational team will not 
meet again until after he and 
lgnazito return from Houston. 
Present at Thursday's 
meeting were Armstrong, 
Hencken, lgnazito, Health 
Service Director Dr. Jerry 
Heath. Two members of the 
team, Physical Plant Director 
Everett Alms and safety of­
ficer Eugene Hackett, were 
absent. 
othing ventured, nothing gained! Shop-The Daily &stern News classifieds I 
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Marijuana use 
must be treated 
like 'big deal' 
Eastern's policy of internal discipl ine and 
sending letters to offenders' parents only 
reinforces the attitude that marijuana use is 
"no big deal." 
Currently, when students are caught 
using marijuana in Eastern's residence halls, 
they are fined '$1 5 to $50 on the first 
offense. The second Editorial t ime, the same fine is 
g iven and they are 
placed on discipl inary probation. After the 
third offense, a letter is sent to the students' 
parents, they are kicked out of the hal l and 
must face the judicial board for pos�ible 
suspension charges. 
Eastern should not reinforce lax attitudes 
by treating drug usage as an internal matter. 
Drug use, no matter where it occurs, is 
considered by society as a crime and 
should be treated as such. 
The current rules only protect students 
from what they need to know in the "real 
world," including the knowledge that drug 
use, including marijuana, can get a person 
into real trouble. 
lf Eastern's motivation for these rules is to 
protect students for getting into big trouble 
with the law, it is well intentioned, but un­
founded. According to the Steve Davis, 
director of Student Legal Services, the 
penalty for possession of 30 grams of 
marijuana is a ·class A misdemeanor, 
pun ishable by less than one year in jai l  
and/or a $1,000 f ine. However, he said in  
cases where authorities know there is no 
sel l ing involved, the pun ishment wi l l  be 
probation and a f ine or supervision and a 
f ine. 
Eastern seems to be using a "scarlet 
letter" approach to fighting drug use by 
sending letters home to offenders' parents. 
This is about as appropriate as making 
fail ing students wear a dunce cap to 
humi l iate them into making better grades. 
Parents do not have an inherent right to 
know about their adult chi ldrens' activities 
simply because some pay for their tuition. 
Likewise, the government has no right to 
know the activities of students w.ho receive 
financial aid. 
. 
'Town ·vs. gown' war not profitable 
By continually blaming Eastern and its students for 
problems the city creates for itself,  Charleston is 
running the risk of creating an u nwinnable "town vs. 
gown" war. 
Fur began to fly for the-fi rst t ime last semster when 
we heard city commissioner John Winnett blaming 
Eastern students for ':!iarleston's deficit.  "We have 
10,000 students-you could say we're babysitting , "  
h e  said .  "They're using every convenience without 
paying for i t ."  
In  an attempt to make Eastern solve the city's 
problems,  the city also tried to pass a uti l ity tax and a 
property tax, whi:':h would have unfairly hit Eastern 
students . The so-called "tourism tax ,"  which was 
approved by the City Council in the fal l ,  wil l  be paid 
mainly by students' parents and friends. 
The city's apparent antagonism toward students 
has made them appear as second class citizens. 
For example,  when the City Council banned 
parking on Third Street and Buchanan Avenue,  a 
heavily student populated area, residents didn't lose 
most of the spaces; students d id. 
What makes cars owned by Eastern students more 
of a problem? Why not have separate l ines for 
students at the supermarket to make shopping easier 
for townies, too? 
Now, we're taking the heat in the bars because of 
Mayor Murray Choate's crackdown on underage 
drinking in Charleston's bars. On the outside,  it 
would seem the crackdown was a fai lure .  However , 
it was wonderful  success. 
Townies are in an uproar over their  teenagers 
sneaking into Che.rleston's bars , which is relatively 
easy because of traditionally lax carding policies. 
Should Choate start seriously enforcing. the law 
prohibiting people under 21 from drinking? And give 
up all that tax revenue with a projected city deficit? 
Choate said he was trying to round up some high 
Viewpoint: 
school students with the raid, but it just 
that the vast majority of people dragged off 
criminal charges were Eastern students . 
Most of the students who were arrested 
up their  $54 f ines and have already been ba 
the bars . 
The raid did accompl ish something: Sc · 
school students away from bars. The � 
Choate wanted to do was pull  the raid on a Fi 
Saturday n ight when high schoolers ar 
prevalent. 
I kind of doubt mass arrests of their 
chi ldren was what Charleston residents had 
for stopping underage drinking. 
The fear of being arrested and hauled off 
probably much greater for people who stil 
l ive with their  parents than it is for college 
Choate , l ike all pol iticians,  is just trying t 
his constituency , which doesn't include 
students. When Choate was elected last 
Eastern vote went to his opponent , Olga D 
Of course,  the lackluster Eastern tur 
polls could change when Choate is up for r 
in three years . Since city-wide voter tu 
under 4,000 and Eastern has 9,500 
voters, I would suggest Choate and o 
commissioners consider not putting a bu 
"town vs . gown" confl ict. He may be the 
gets burned. 
-Bi l l  Dennis, a junior journal ism major, is 
for The Daily Eastern News administration 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by Larry photos were taken by Larry Peterson. 
What penalty should drug users 
in the residence halls receive? 
Barb Mueller 
Sophomore 
Pre-Busi ness 
"There should be a 
f ine, and they should be 
sent to some sort of 
rehabi litation center." 
Scott Themer 
Senior 
Industrial 
Technology 
"I think they should 
stiffen it a l ittle b it. For 
hard drugs, l ike cocaine,  
they should be kicked off 
campus. But for pot 
(marijuana) they should 
get a few warnings." 
"I feel 
should be 
Nothing more 
on the wrist. 
heroin or 
$25." 
Karla NalllJ 
Junior 
Speech­
Communl 
again." 
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c instructor bids, 
ell to university 
or Alan Aulabaugh 
ell recital at 3 p. m. 
orak Concert Hall in 
Arts Center. 
· feature the work of 
Franz Schubert and 
to Eastern in 1957. 
a piano teacher but has 
'c theory and music 
· in the 29 years he 
m he has seen many 
the construction of 
ter and the growth of 
he has seen the music 
me more specialized 
size by four or five 
pnval. 
laid that he has high 
and that there is "a 
more direct relationship between 
faculty and students" here than at 
Northwestern where he received his 
bachelor's and master's degrees. 
When he first came to Eastern, after 
receiving his doctorate from the 
University of Iowa, Aulabaugh said he 
only intended to stay a couple of years 
instead of the 29 he has been here. 
Aulabaugh said he plans to stay in 
Charleston and possibly work part 
time for the university. 
He said that he intends to do the 
things that he doesn't have time for 
while working full time, such as 
traveling, wine making, swimming and 
gardening. 
Aulabaugh is currently doing some 
commercial playing at the Mattoon 
Country Club. 
Aulabaugh said his biggest regret ,in 
retiring is "not working with the 
students. That is the thing I will miss 
most of all. '' 
ps receive awards 
for nominating an 
culty/staff division or 
an affirmative action 
m. Saturday. · 
awards will go to a 
as made outstanding 
toward affirmative 
men. The other $500 
to a group which has 
promoting affirmative 
·ties. 
or applications must be 
e Affirmative Action 
Main. 
Action Director Judith 
this is the first time the 
n presented. 
behind the awards is 
departments to have 
s and activities for 
women, Anderson said. 
Another goal is "an attempt to 
recognize units on campus that have 
taken initiative" for more programs· 
for minorities and women, she said. 
Anderson said the only stipulation 
of the $500 award is that the winners 
must use the money "to further 
develop affirmative action programs. " 
While L60 letters explaining the 
awards were sent to leaders of student 
organizations and more than 100 sent 
to administrators, deans, and 
department heads, Anderson said as of 
Thursday, only a "small number" had 
been returned. 
Anderson said affirmative action is 
one step beyond non-discrimination 
and means "extra steps to promote and 
enhance opportunities for women and 
minorities.'' 
The winners will be announced at a 
luncheon on Feb. 28. 
All that jazz RUDY SCHELL YI Staff photographer 
I ntensely at work, Robert Wil l iams, a freshman , practices a routine along 
with his classmates Thursday in a beginning jazz dance class at McAfee 
Gym. 
proves �nion's budget, proposes to raise fees 
reports which are taken midway through the year, •Craft depot-$15,500 
Clark explained. FY 85-$19,587 
d members approved the Union's 
7 budget Thursday and proposed to 
$2.42 per semester instead of the $2 
In addition, some cost increases occur because of FY 86-$14,713 
inflation and university policy, Clark said. Some •Club Car-$895 
items increasing the budget are increased water rates FY 85-$1,246 
· usly discussed . .  
Union could request a roll back in 
on final totals of Union operating 
d Chairman Bill Clark said. 
fee will raise student fees to $48.37. 
tly pay $45.95 in Union fees. 
will now be sent to Glenn Williams, 
for student affairs, instead of Verna 
ce president for administration and 
d earlier. 
approves the budget, it will be sent to 
s Council for approval. If the council 
the budget will be forwarded to the 
Governors-Eastern's controlling 
action. 
s large increases and decreases result 
enrollement and cost and savings 
and an 8 percent increase l.n staff salaries. FY 86-$798 
The following is a list of the Union's FY 87 budget •Sugar Shack-$26,595 
and past years' budget: ; FY 85-$23,762 
•Bookstore-$97,820 FY 86-$30,820 
FY 85-$55,231 •Programming-$19,400 
FY 86-$72,245 I FY 85-$13,071 
•Hardees'-$84,510 ! •Liquor service-$3,400 
FY 85-$58,388 1 This catering service is for special Union parties, 
FY 86-$61,923 Clark said. 
-
•Bowling and Recreation-$11,255 FY 85-$2,163 
FY 85-$2,519 FY 86-$3,110 
FY 86-$8,715 •Business services-$15,250 
•Subway-$0 FY 85-$14,320 
This department pays for itself, Clark said. FY 86-$11,230 
•Parking-$6,450 •Copy express-$5,575 
FY 85-$9,107 FY 85-$4,490 
FY 86-$2,150 FY 86-$3AOO 
6A Friday, January 3 l , l 986 
Kids help to replace shuttle 
By the Associated Press 
Just as children saved pennies a century ago for 
the Statue of Liberty, some kids are talking about 
building a replacement for space shuttle 
Challenger, a dollar at a time. 
Adults, looking for some way to remember the 
seven who died aboard the shuttle on Tuesday, are 
setting up scholarship funds to train teachers and 
a. trust fund to care for the children of the 
astronauts. 
In Gillette, Wyo., Missy McPhillips, 9, and her 
brother John, 10, had suggested that the nation's 
school children each contribute $1 to NASA to 
replace the shuttle. 
"Missy and John feel they're doing something 
worthwhile in memory of the crew,'' their mother, 
Karen McPhillips, said Thursday. She said her 
children were suggesting contributions to a fund 
set up by NASA in Washington. 
McPhillips said that for some children, con­
tributing to the fund helps them deal with the grief 
of the tragedy. One classmate of Missy's who was 
extremely upset by the accident contributed $5, 
"and she was real excited, they could see a 
change," she said. 
"Maybe all these kids throughout the United 
States wilt feel better if they can contribute." 
It will take a lot of dollars. 
Richard P .  MacLeod, executive director of the 
United States Space Foundation in Coloardo 
Springs, Colo., said the ill-fated Challenger cost 
$1.6 billion, although a later shuttle, cost $1.2 
billion. 
"We've got seven (telephone) lines and they 
have been ringing constantly," said MacLeod, 
whose foundations announced its own fund­
raising campaign for a new shuttle on Wednesday. 
In Washington, American Security Bank is 
establishing a trust fund intended to be the 
"singular nationwide fund" for the children of 
the astronauts killed Tuesday. 
"We have about 200 calls from individuals who 
want to contribute, including a songwriter who is 
offering royalties on one of his songs," said Roger 
Conner, public affairs director for the bank. He 
would not identify the songwriter. 
Conner said some contributions already have 
arrived, "mostly in the $10 to $25 range," he saiq. 
He had not calculated the total, but said, the fact 
that any contributions had come in was "rather 
amazing to me since no one could have known 
about the fund until late Tuesday or Wednesday 
morning.'' 
He said the bank is paying all administrative 
costs for the fund. 
Teachers in Granite City, Ill., have set up what 
they hope will be a national fund to honor Christa 
McAuliffe, the teacher from Concord, N .H., who 
was aboard the space craft. Granite City teachers 
had already collected pledges of about $2,000, 
said mathematics instructor Julie Matoesian. 
California State College-Bakersfield also 
established a scholarship fund in McAuliffe's 
name. 
The Dall 
Portions ___ 
Hugh Harris said the bone and tissue 
measured four inches by six inches by one in 
NASA officials did not know what kind 
was, and there was nothing to link it to an as 
"An anonymous citizen found a navy b 
with what appeared to be a burned bone f 
attached to it at 11 :30 a.m. Thursday at 
water mark on the beach," said Steven 
Indialantic police communications officer. 
He said police called NASA, which i 
them to refrigerate the find, then "20 minu 
they told us to take it to the hospital at Pa 
Force Base." 
· 
Jim Mizell, a spokesman for the Kenn 
Center, called the area offshore "the 
graveyard of the world" because it con 
wreckage of scores of failed rockets 
discarded first stages of hundreds more. 
"It will take some real expert to take pi 
· it's not Snark, Redstone, Pershing, Atlas 
on," he said. Snark and Redstone are t 
early missiles of the 1950s. 
Thousands of pounds of small pieces 
found floating on the sea were aboard ships 
search patterns over 8,000 square miles, 
from Cape Canaveral to Daytona Beach. 
"To my knowledge no personal eff 
astronauts have been recovered," said s· 
the Coast Guard. 
In the Space Center at Houston, comm 
scientific organization that counted on 
shuttle to deliver their satellites face 
certainties after the catastrophic loss of 
and the indefinite suspension of all shuttle • 
New legi.slation asks grad 
assistants to pass exams 
By CRAIG EDWARDS Welch said, "Anyone can pass the 
Staff writer written test. What our state universities 
Graduate assistants at Illinois public and community colleges need to 
universities and community colleges establish is an oral communication 
would be required to prove their exam which will ensure the competence 
English language proficiency before of our graduate assistants.'' 
D E P RESSE 
GRADES ARE 
HOMEWORK'S · IJI 
YOUR BIKE GE 1·5 STO 
they could teach, under legislation Presently, international graduate 
introduced this month by Sen. Patrick assistants and other non-native 
Welch, D-Peru. speakers of English who study at 
Welch's legislation would require colleges and universities in the United 
·graduate assistants to pass a series of States are required to 'take the Test of 
tests developed by the governing board English as a Foreign Language. 
of the university before they can teach The major purpose of the TOEFL is 
in the classroom. The measure, Welch to evaluate the English proficiency of 
said, is based on an Ohio statute. people whose native language is not 
"The use of graduate assistants to English. 
teach classes has always been targeted The TOEFL test is a written 
as a problem," Graduate School Dean examination recommended for 
Larry Williams said. students at the 11th-grade level or 
Welch's legislation was inspired by above. TOEFL does not test spoken 
complaints from students at Northern English proficiency. 
Illinois University in DeKalb, who Under Welch's legislation, graduate 
have complained that some graduate assistants would be required to pass an 
assistants cannot communicate their oral examination before teaching in the 
ideas in the classroom. classroom. 
· 
"The idea for this legislation ac- However, if the legislation is passed 
tually came from students at NIU," it should have little or no affect on 
Welch said. "There apparently are . Eastern's graduate assistants . 
. some graduate assistant teachers there There are about 220 graduate 
who are well-versed in their area of assistants at Eastern and there are only 
expertise but who are unable, because two or three whose native language is 
they do not know the English not English. Only 20 to 30 of Eastern's 
language, to communicate that ex- graduate assistants are used to teach 
pertise to their students." beginning level courses in math, 
Williams said, "To my knowledge English, speech, and art. 
there has been no study where this · The concept has been endorsed by 
. problem has been studied statewide," the NIU Student Association, the 
adding that the legislation may not be student legislative body at the 
necessary statewide and he would like university. The measure now goes to 
research done to determine the degree the Senate Rules Committee for 
of the problem. further study. 
2· more ____ from page 1 
•E.L. Kracker's, 1405 S. Fourth St. 
•Ike's Little Campus, Lincoln Avenue. 
•Marty's, 1666 S. Fourth St. 
•Mother's, 506 E. Monroe St. 
•Page One Tavern, 410 S. Sixth St. 
•Panther Lounge, 1421 S. Fourth St. 
•Thirsty's, 508 E. Monroe St. 
•Uptowner/Cellar, 623 E. Monroe St. 
Check out the Classifieds 
YOU LOSE YOUR Da 
ACNE'S -BA 
YOUR ROOM IS TRAS 
SOMEONE JUST .TOLD YA AIN'T GOT NO C .... 
MONEY'S SHO 
YOU CAN'T ADMIT YOUR POP WILL TH 
YOU'RE A SPEND THRIFT I 
WE'LL PUT THAT S 
ON YOUR FAC WE'LL HELP YOU B 
IN THAT RAC 
'CAUSE ONE GOURMET 
OR A YUMMY GOOD 
CAN EVEN · puT A CHA 
ON YOUR SOUR M 
JIMMY JOH 
GOURMET SU 
''WE'LL BRING 'EM TO 
345· 10 
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dent petition asks 
add itiona l  funds 
signed by 1 7  percent of 
population convinced the 
ent Board to grant the_ 
Department additional 
sday to improve the Lantz 
room. 
tion was presented by the 
Department, along with a 
approximately $ 1 5 ,000 to 
lete equipment and add 
equipment to the presently 
' weightroom . 
y, graduate assistant for 
ral Department, argued 
of the equipment in the 
has not been replaced 
opened in 1 964, therefore 
equipment dangerous and 
approved funds, several 
' es will be added to the 
e of these include: a 
cksquat and leg press, a 
combination leg extension 
, a seated calf machine, 
and additional dumbbells. 
Two exercise bikes will also be added 
to the weightroom . This is being done 
in order to enhance aerobic capacity, 
Varney said . 
The funds will also allow the 
department to replace the present floor 
mats . These interlocking mats were not 
ordered specifically for the room, and 
therefore don't cover the entire area 
being used, Varney said. The new mats 
will cover the entire area, he added. 
Some of the equipment, along with 
the old mats, may be transferred to the 
McAfee Gym weight room , while other 
pieces will be discarded due to safety 
factors.  
The department has not yet 
determined where the equipment will 
be purchased from, but is currently 
debating three bids. They will begin 
processing orders for the new 
equipment next week. 
If everything goes as planned, 
students can expect the new equipment 
to be installed by the end of spring 
break, Varney said. 
Creating RUDY SCHELL Y I Staff photographer 
A clay f igure is formed by the hands of sophomore Johnna Frisch 
Thursday in  a general crafts class. Frisch is working on a class· project . 
eers fin ish 
ssment of 
situation 
Counsel ing center gives study ti ps 
eying the dam and the dike 
Charleston will be finishing 
week with recommendations to 
Engineer Dan England said 
'ng, Inc. of Springfield is 
and analyzing drilling samples 
seepage in the mile-long dike 
city's water supply. 
been threatened since the dam 
· collapsed under a record 
fall. After the 38-year-old dam 
a channel ate a groove in the lake 
the dike, threatening to break it 
ineering firm completes its 
analysis , England said 
ns will be made on whether or 
Id work on the dike as well as 
tions for the dam will also be 
the city either replace or l).am. England estimated that 
which would be more feasible, 
city $2 million. 
By MICHELLE MUELLER 
Activities editor 
"New Ways To Hit The Books," a two-part 
Counseling Center workshop, helped students learn 
different aspects of study skills to "study smarter." 
Tuesday's session was presented by academic 
development dean, Shirley Moore and Wednesday's 
session was presented by counseling center director, 
Bud Sanders. 
Moore said the intent of Tuesday' s workshop was 
to teach students "not to study harder, but to study 
smarter.'' 
Tips were given to help students deal with in­
dividual instructors' styles. 
Moore said students should be familiar with each 
instructor's policy on late assignments, class par­
ticipation and missed homework. Then, if a student 
finds himself in a bind and must miss something, he 
will know what he can best afford to skip. 
If a class must be missed, do not call the instructor 
afterward and ask ' Did you .do anything today?' 
Moore said, because it will upset the instructor. 
A better policy, Moore said, is to try to call and 
explain the absence before missing the class and ask 
the instructor what material will be missed. 
To cut down on homework, Moore said a good 
idea is "doubling up," meaning if a student has a 
term paper and a speech assigned, it would be a good 
idea to do both on the same subject so that some of 
the research can do doubk duty. 
Students should not only take notes on lectures, 
but should take notes from the textbook as well, 
Moore said . 
"Since you pay a textbook fee, you can jot in the 
margins," Moore said, but she cautioned against 
assuming marks made by a previous student are 
correct. 
Sander's session focused on ways to better im-
plement the tips given by Moore. , 
He said college "should be thought of as a j ob. If 
-you'd average 40 hours a week (studying) , you'J 
probably do okay.'' 
Unlike most j obs, however, there is no boss telling 
students they must study. That's when students must 
exercise time management, Sanders said. . 
Students should make schedules that show when 
school work is going to be done, and should then 
make sure that schedule is followed. 
"Anticipate what will knock you · off your 
schedule,'' Sanders said. If you have decided to study 
English until 8 : 30 p.m. but a friend wants to go to the 
bars, he suggested saying, ' Save me a seat. I'll be 
there at 8 : 30.' 
He compared cramming for tests to a football 
team which skips practice all week, then has practice 
all night Friday to get ready for Saturday's game. 
"You are your own coach," Sanders said. 
Some of the tips Moore included in Tuesday's 
workshop were: 
•Recite material to yourself as well as writing it 
out. "We learn better the more senses we involve," 
Moore said. 
• Keep in mind that the first and last parts studied 
are best remembered, and arrange the most im­
portant parts of your studying accordingly. 
.... . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... 
BEAT THE WINTER DRABS i 
ADD COLOR, H IGHLIGHT , SHINE ! 
OR : 
OVE DULL AND GRAY PERMANENTLY ; • 
$2.00 OFF ANY 5 
AIR COLORING SERVICE 5 
(WITH THIS A D  THROUGH MA RCH 1,  1 986) 
ALERIE'S H AI R  AFFAIR 
1 409 " E" ST. 
34 5-57 1 2 
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• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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LB-' Check Out Entertainment 
,�.......--------- --- - --------------� 
1 Tonite ttW J tt Lead Singer I I EIJSDJ !C]I. Sta�y Doty h.as 1 
z I recorded 1n Nashvi l le 1 0 o I Songs by !3ob Seger, John Cougar, Huey Lewis, Eric I O 
Q. I Clapto n ,  and Credence Clearwater Revival . . . I '5 
=> I I v  
0 I $1 00 - 1 6 oz .  Bud 7 5¢- 1 6  oz.  Old Style I � 0 I -Calvert & Coke 1 · 
I 85¢-Amaretto Stone Sour I L --�._:�r;_f��1 °� f�om 8- 1_0_��0�£.�-------j 
COUPON ----------
, 
1
saturday's Band . . .  
� I ' ' 9th Street' ' 75¢ 1 6  oz.  01d style I g 
Q. I featuring former *1 00 1 6  oz . Bud I C: => I Members of I "O 8 1 ' ' ZACHERY BASS' ' 85¢ Gin!Vorlka Coll ins I � f Rock-n-Rol l !  ! Rum & Coke- I 
J.,_ �lin for s1 °0 from 8-,1Q..�.£2l-1.e.�n _ ____ 1 
COUPON 
Fr�day ' s  
Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedl•tely a t  581 ·281 2. A 
will appear In the next edition. Unless 
cannot be responsible for an i"correct ad 11ter 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
aServices Offered t ....i..-... 
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_
r
_
R
_
e
_
n
_
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PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-6331 . 
_________ 1 /00 
" M y  Secretary , "  word 
processing service: Letters, 
papers, resumes, etc . Call 
Mil l ie at 345- 1 1 50. 
_________ 4/4 
Help Wanted 
Need extra money? Sell  
Avon !  Call 359- 1 577 or 1 -
800-858-8000. 
________ 1 100 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR 
PART-TI M E  C H I LD A N D  
ADOLESCENT COUNSELOR. 
MINIMUM B.A.  AND B.S. 
MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR 
FLEXIBLE EVEN I NG AND 
WEEKEND HOURS. SEND 
RESUME AND THREE LET­
TERS OF REFERENCE TO 
J U V E N I L E  J U S T I C E  
COORDINATOR. P.O. BOX 
907 MATTOON , I L. 6 1 938 . 2-
4-86 DEADLINE E/O/E. 
________ .2/1 
ff Roommates 
S U B LEASER N E E D E D ,  
1 00/MONTH, MODERN APT, 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, LOW 
UTILITIES. CALL 345-9253 
OR 345-2 7 7 7 .  
-,,--------2/ 1 7 
Female subleaser needed . 
New 2 bedroom apartment Y2 
block from Buzzard . OWN 
Room! REDUCED RENT! LOW 
UTILITIES. 345- 1 3 1 7 .  
________ 1 /3 1  
ti For Rent 
Leasing now;  houses; 3 
bedrooms furnished for 5 girts; 
close to E . l . U .  Excellent 
condition , laundry facil ities. 
$6.00 per month. 345-7286.  
�-------2/ 1 2 
Leasing for fal l ;  1 , 2 ,  and 3 
bedroom furnished apart­
ments.  Close to E . 1 . U . Ex­
cellent condition , laundry, off­
street parking. 345-7286.  
________ 2/1 2 
S U M M E R  A N D  F A L L . 
APARTM ENTS AVAILABLE 
NOW . Several good locations. 
Phone 345-7 7  46. 
_________ 1 /00 
Summer and fal l ,  2 bedroom 
furnished. Heritage Woods 
location . Wi l l  be newly 
redecorated; 4 people. Year 
lease. 348-7746.  
_________ 1 100 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
available now. Phone 348-
7746.  
_________ 1 /00 
S u m m e r  S u b l e a s e r (  s )  
needed for nice, one bedroom 
apartment located one block 
from campus, on 7th Street. 
Call 345- 1 694.  
_________ 2/3 
FURNISHED THREE ROOM 
APARTMENT. NEED MAN TO 
SHARE APARTMENT. 345-
4846 . 
________ 1 /3 1  
2-BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Spring semester only. All 
uti l ities paid.  RENTAL SER­
VICES. 345-3 1 00 .  
________ 1 /3 1  
Subleaser needed for the 
Summer of 86. Have your 
OWN room at nice new 
apartments across the street 
from campus. Great location.  
Ph. 345-9 1 73 .  
_________ 1 /3 1  
�� .. 
_
___ F_o_r_S_a I_e 
1 pair of AER50 speakers 
$ 1 1 0, 1 Technics 7-band 
equalizers $60. 581 -397 9 .  
__________ 1 /3 1  
For Sale :  . Life Size, Floor 
Sta n d i n g  P layboy B u n n y  
Poster, Look almost real . $ 5  
each.  581 -5533. 
________ 1 /3 1 . 
Sturdy bunk bed frame.  
Great for apartment or  dorm 
room. $40. Ph . 345-9 1 73 .  
________1 13 1  
Basic darkroom set up good 
condition . $50. 345-4394.  
-----.,.-----1 /3 1 
For Sale .  T e n  Gal l o n  
Aquari u m .  Lots of Ac­
cessories! Cal l Brian , 58 1 -
2985.  
_________ 2/4 
0 Lost/Found l 
MIGUEL CARRION, ERIC 
F R A N C E ,  and ROBERT 
BOKER Please pick up your 
l . D . 's  at the Eastern News. 
________2/3 
L O S T :  P U R P L E  E A R  
M U F F S .  I N  B U ZZAR.D .  
PLEASE CALL 58 1 -5773.  
'L/4 �L O-::-::-S�T
-
: ----=E�L�G
-
1
-
N
--
G
-
O L D  
WATCH .  REWARD I F  FOUND. 
PLEASE CALL 345-45 1  7.  
_________ 2/4 
• 18" heart-shaped , 
helium filled mylar 
balloon w I ribbon 
and message card & 
satin heart . 
• D e l i v e r e d  
anywhere in the 
Continental United 
States by UPS . 
Orders must be 
received by Feb . 7 
to assure delivery in 
time .  
Call:.Up'Up & 
Away Balloonery 
345-9462 
0 
] Lost/Found 
LOST-Retainer-pink-must h­
ave! Please call me if found . 
Last seen in Life Science Big. 
1 -3 5 1 - 1 862 or 348- 1 6 2 7 ,  
Suzanne. 
________ 2/3 
SATURDAY NIGHT AT 2 1  
HAMPTON SOMEONE AC­
CIDENTL Y TOOK MY BLACK 
COAT AND I HAVE YOU R 
COAT AND RED GLOVES. 
C�LL NANCY AT 2546 SO 
WE CAN SWITCH COATS. 
�=-==-- ----1 /3 1 
LOST: Radio shack scientific 
calc. Thurs. 1 -2 3 ,  at ASB Take 
to DEN. 
________ 1 /3 1  
Fou n d :  Black cardigan 
sweater. Claim at Daily Eastern 
News. · 
�--:---=-----1 /3 1 
Lost : Camera lost or 
mistakenly picked up . by 
someone at Lisa Amadio's 
party ( 2 nd street) Sat. night. 
Wil l  exchange flash for film!  
Camera wi l l  not  work without 
the flash-too bad! Please 
return.  Call Stella 345-7886. 
________ 2/3 
FOU ND: M ittens, make-up 
cas e ,  u m brel la ,  c oats , 
sweaters, keys. Claim at Music 
office. 
________ 2/4 
Lost/Found 
H 
Lost: 1 key black top with 
Mazda written on it. If found 
please cal l 58 1 -2 7 1 9 .  
2/3 <)} A nnoWlcements 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
AND SAFE. Join NARAL. Free 
referal. 345-9 285.  
______ ....:c/M, ROO 
G O V E R N M E N T  J O B S .  
$ 1 6 , 040 - $59, 230 yr. Now 
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 
Ext . R-9997,  for current 
federal list. 
______ c/W, F2/ 1 4 
A D O P T I O N  W A N T E D :  
Loving couple, mid 30's, he, 
MS eng./her full time Mom , 1 
child 4 yrs. , wil l  provide love, 
fine education , suburban home 
for while infant, resume 
available ,  confidential , medical 
& all expenses allowed by law 
pd. ,  call friend Janis (home) 
collect 3 1 2/352-03 1 2 , or 
attorney R. Guzman 3 1 2/762-
1 300. PLEASE. 
_____ c/R , 5/ 1 ,T, 2/ 1 8 
The VEHICLE wants your 
A R T ,  POETRY , S H O RT­
STO R I E S  and P H OTOS 
Submit works to 308 Colema� 
Hall by 4 :00p . m .  Feb. 1 7 . 
___ 1 /27 , 29, 3 1 , 2/3 , 5 ,  7 
AMA is running a 
trip for two to 
Beach/Spring Break. 
Support AMA by pure 
raffle ticket from 
member. If any AMA 
needs more tickets cal 
345-7 1 43 .  
_ 1 /2 2 , 24 , 27 , 29,31 , 
Riviera Tan Spa. F 
Saturday special $4. 
super beds with face 
and cassette stereo.,, 
001 2 .  
Pre g n ant? Need 
Birthright cares. Free 
348-8551 Mon .· 
a. m . - 5 : 00 p.m. Fri .  9: 
1 2 :00 p . m .  
S E N D  A 
B A L L O O N  I N A 
ANYWHERE IN THE U 
Up & Away Balloonery. 
7th SI. 345-9462. 
. Clip This Coupon Offer Expires 2- 10-
Nautilus ,· 
WEIGHTS 
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I with coupon I I FREE SUNTAN I 
b'!!.1!. s.!_ll2:!1.!. ��m b�r.!1!!_12.. �QJ 
Wilb Walker Center 348-8883 
-ottlclal Notices Offlclal Notices are paid for through the Office University Relations. Questions concerning n should be directed to that office. 
Spring Refund 
Deadline 
The last day to WITHDRAW 
FROM THE UNl'llERSITY and 
receive a 50% refund is 
Wednesday, February 5, 3 : 00 
p. m . ;  50% of all fees and 
tuit ion paid-except i n ­
surance-will b e  refunded. 
M ichael Taylor 
Director, Registration 
Attention Pre-Business 
Students 
Students who have com­
pleted 42 semester hours AND 
three of the following cour­
ses-ACC 2 1 00 ,  ACC 2 1 50 ,  
OAP 2 1 7 5 ,  MGT 2460, MGT 
2 8 1  0-with a grade of C or 
better may now apply for 
admission to the College of 
Business (Blair Hall 1 0 1 )  for 
Summer or Fall Semester, 
1 986 .  In order to pre-enroll in 
upper-d iv is ion business 
classes, admission to the 
Col leg e of B u s i n ess i s  
required . Deadline for making 
application is  February 1 5 , 
1 986. 
T.W. lvarie, Dean 
College of Business 
Water Warning 
Until further notice, anyone 
on kidney dialysis should NOT 
drink the Charleston water, 
due to the use of ammonia in 
the water treatment system. If 
anyone has questions, please 
contact the University Health 
Service ( 58 1 -30 1 3) or the 
family physician . 
Dr. Jerry Heath 
Dir. , Health Services 
Requirement to Receive 
Financial Aid 
1 .  An UNDERGRADUATE 
student shall have a maximum 
of ten periods of financial aid 
eligibil ity * or a maximum of 
1 35 cumula�ive semester 
hours, whichever comes first. 
The exact number of eligibil ity 
periods each student has shall 
be determined by the number 
of semester hours ac­
cumulated by the student at 
the time (s)he establishes 
financial aid eligibility for the 
f i rst  t i m e  as an U N ­
DERGRADUATE student at 
Eastern I l linois U niversity. 
A GRADUATE student shall 
have a maximum of four 
periods of f inancia l  a id 
eligibility * or a maximum of 
thirty-six cumulative semester 
hours, whichever comes first. 
The exact number of eligibility 
for the first time as a 
GRADUATE student at Eastern 
I llinois U niversity. 
• The periods of enrollment 
for financial aid eligibility shall 
be known as Financial Aid 
Units (FA U). A full-time student 
( 1 2  semester hours or more) 
shall be charged one FA Unit. A 
half-time student (6 to 1 1  
semester hours) shall . be 
charged one-half (. 5) FA Unit. 
Whether a rull FA Unlt or a 
half FAUnlt is charged to a 
student is determined by the 
number of semester hours the 
student is enrolled for at the 
time of Financial Aid check 
disbursement each semester 
or whatever usage is charged 
to /SSC. 
2 .  A student receiving 
financial aid is expected to 
have earned the semester 
hours indicated for his/her then 
current FAUnits according to 
the following chart: 
F in .  U nder-
Aid Grads Grads 
U n it C u m . H r  Cum.Hr 
.5  
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0  
2 . 5  
3 . 0  
3 . 5  
4 . 0  
4 . 5  
5 . 0  
5 . 5  
6 . 0  
6 . 5  
7 . 0  
7 . 5  
8 . 0  
8 . 5  
9 . 0  
9 . 5  
1 0 . 0  
3 
6 
1 0  
1 4  
20 
26 
32 
39 
45 
5 1  
57 
64 
70 
77 
84 
9 1  
98 
1 05 
1 1 2  
1 20 
3 
5 
8 
1 2  
1 6  
211 
25 
30 
PLEASE NOTE : Merely 
taking a minimum of ful l  time 
hours (6) ,  does not mean that 
satisfactory progress is being 
maintained. Please consu[t the 
above chart to ascertain the ' 
exact hours needed EACH 
term to maintain progress. 
Also , Grade Point Average 
earned is NOT a factor con­
sidered when satisfactory 
progress determination is 
being made . 
3. At the close of each 
Spri. .g Semester, the record of 
each student who has received 
financial aid for at least one of 
the prior three terms (Summer, 
Fal l ,  Spring) , shall be reviewed 
to determine if the student has 
made progress according to 
the above chart. Anyone not 
having the number of hours 
specified for his/her respective 
FAUnit, shall be cancelled from 
further financial aid until (s)he 
has earned sufficient hours to 
meet the appropriate standard. 
Students reaching either the 
M A X I M U M  F A U N ITS or 
HOURS ALLOWED wi l l  be 
notified each term of their loss 
of financial aid eligibility. 
4. Appeals from financial aid 
d isqualification will be heard by 
a committee composed of: 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Dean of Student Academic 
Services 
D i recto r or Associate 
Director of Admissions 
One member of Academic 
Advisement Center 
· 
One faculty member to be 
appointed by the Faculty 
Senate 
One student to be appointed 
by the Student Senate 
Registrar 
Satisfactory Progress Appeals 
will be reviewed on an in­
dividual basis.  I t  · is the 
responsibil ity of the student to 
supply documentation with the 
appeal lettet. 
5. At the close of summer 
and fall terms, any aid recipient 
earning fewer hours than those 
indicated on the chart shall be 
sent a warning letter. 
· 6. Failures, incompletes, 
withdrawals,  repetition of 
courses that were passed, and 
courses taken for no credit 
(audits) are not counted as part 
of the total number of credits 
completed . The Financial Aid 
Office is NOT notified when a 
student finishes an incomplete 
class or receives a grade 
change. Therefore, it is the 
student's responsibi l ity to 
notify the Financial Aid Office 
when incompletes are finished 
and/or grade changes are 
made. Courses judged to be 
remedial shall count if passed 
even though not applicable to 
graduation requ i rements .  
English 1 000, General Studies 
1 000, and Music 054 1 are the 
three courses approved as 
remedial at present. 
7. A continuing student shall 
be judged to have made 
Satisfactory Progress prior to 
becoming eligible for financial 
aid if allowed to enroll ac-
cording to Eastem's 
standards. 
8. To continue to 
aid, a student shall 
same grade point 
is expected from al 
allowed to reenroll. 
·--------�----------���----------------����������--�----��--�����------------------------
Friday 's 
Classified ads · Report .-rors Immediately at  511·211 2. A correct 
ad 
wlll appear In th• next edition. Uni"• notified, we . 
cannot be responslble for an I ncorrect ad atter Its first 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
<l} Announc� m�nts <}� A nnounc�m�nts <Y Announc�m�nts u::;;::J �nnounc�m�nts u:;:l\ A nnounc�m�nts 
F:---::�:-:-1 /3 1  S H I R L E Y : 
I We're so 
best is yet to 
and Kathy. 
�-=-1 /3 1 · , The outing 
do it again, but 
Love, Jamie. 
___ 1 /31  
g :  Students 
201 Richmond 
34·7 1 4 1 . 
1 /00 ""'e""'o=eo=--Fo R 
. CALL 5687 
T E R N O O N ,  
!--'--1 /3 1  
Doug, You hav€ given m e  
three o f  the best months o f  my 
life , and I love you very much 
(more than Oink's big) ! Thanks 
for everything ! Love Chris. 
________ 1 /3 1  
Mary, Hey whats two weeks, 
no big deal ! I love ya, Teri .  
________ 1 /3 1  
Dan Noll , Happy Birthday! 
Love, The Roses of Sigma Tau 
Gamma. 
________ 1 /3 1  
TEGAN WARD! ! You are 
almost' there! Have fun this 
weekend! Love, Kim . 
________ 1 /3 1  
Alpha Garns: Sat . night i s  the 
night to party- Mexican style !  
Caramba! 
________ 1 /3 1  
CHRIS LEO�IS, You're such 
a muffster! ! Kathy. --�-----1 /3 1  
Riviera Tan Spa: 6 super 
beds, built- in  face tanner and 
casette stereo . Fr i day , 
Saturday special $ 4 . 00 .  235-
00 1 2 .  
________ 2/27 
THINK SPRING ! SPRING 
BASKET BOUQUET-OVER­
F LOWI N G  WITH W A R M  
THOUGHTS. ONLY $ 9 . 9 5 .  
DAISYS! BABY BREATH ! AND 
REUSABLE BASKET! Noble's 
Flower Shop. 345-7007 . 
________ 1 /3 1  
On Sale Now! ! !  Tickets for 
the Big SIGMA Pl VS. SIGMA 
CHI Basketball game!  For i nfo 
or rides call MARK DOLTON at 
345-5378 (A.T . A. B . )  
________ 1 /3 1  
McDuff, Happy Birthday 
Cutie! Hope you're ready to 
· party Mexican style this 
we.ekend with us southerners! 
Hope you have fun. Love ya, 
Kling. 
________ 1 /3 1 
TAUS! SUNDAY FEB.  2nd!  
OFFICER WORKSHOP at the 
house 4-6 p . m .  FORMAL 
BUSINESS MEETING 8 : 00 
p . m .  gallery. 
________ 1 /3 1  
Tegan Ward : Congratulations 
to A-Phis newest Senator! We 
are behind you .  
________ 1 /3 1  
MIKE WILSON-- So you're 
celebrating another birthday, 
huh? Sorry, no humil iating 
pictures th is  t ime ( I  know 
you're upset about it). If you 
promise to behave, you just 
may find a l ittle something on 
your doorstep (I wonder what 
that could be?) Have a GREAT 
birthday! ! 
________ 1 /3 1  
SIG KAPS HAVE A GREAT 
WEEKEND! 
________ 1 /3 1  
Virginia, Happy 1 4th month 
Anniversary! Just think, only 
225 more day till we are 
married. Keep your head 
because you will do fine in 
school.  I love you and have a 
great day. Love Johnny. 
________ 1 /3 1  
P u zzle Answers 
8 A S S • II A S H • C A .R R I 
0 R L E • A  R E A •  0 L E 0 
G R  A N D S T A N D  p L A y 
A S  T U T E  • o  0 T I S A W  
S H  I N E l  E S T E I C L I 
-- N 0 R I  S T A R I E II S 
A S E R • s  p A a •  N A P 
G O  L D S T  A N D A R D  S 
N G  U - c  A R o •  V A  S T 
0 R 8 I C A N T I S E T -
P E R I A L D 0 I T R A .. p 
E S  E I N E e •  E A  S T  E R 
S T  A N  D A  R D  8 E A R  E R  
0 T H 0 I C 0 1  L I T I T I 
R E S T  I K N E E I S T  E p 
have a general meeting Feb. 2 at 8 : 30 p. m . ;  8 
3rd ftoor Union. Check room assignment board 
t someone to talk to who wil l  really listen? Call 
1 -22 1 2 .  A hot l ine staffed by grad students in 
ing . Hours 9 p . m .  - 1 a. m .  7 days a week. 
•e published dai ly, free of charge, as a public 
pus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
by noon one business day before date to be 
e of event) . Information should include event, 
·ng organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
date, time and place of event, plus any other 
· . Name and phone number of submitter must 
containing conflicting or confusing information 
if submitter cannot be contacted. Cl ips will be 
available. Clips submitted after noon of deadline 
guaranteed publication . Cl ips wil l  be run one day 
t .  No clips will be taken by phone. 
TAUS and DADS! HAVE A 
SUPER WEEKEND! 
________ 1 /3 1  
Dear Hooti, Violets are blue, 
Roses are red, H urry up and 
get here so we can go to . . .  
Love you Always! Rhonda. 
-,,--------1 /3 1 Carol Mach.  You're the best 
mom any pledge could 
possibly want. This semester is 
going to be great. Love your 
Lil' Monster, Kimberly. 
________ 1 /3 1  
No . 1 PLEDGE CLASS 
SIGMA KAPPA. Keep psyched 
for this weekend , I-week is 
almost over! Then we can 
PARTY ALL THE TIME!  
________ 1 /3 1  
ALPHA PHI PLEDGES: I am 
so i ncredibly proud of each of 
you ! You really are Number 
one! I love ya! Marcia. 
________ 1 /3 1 
. Jama Anthony : Litt le .  
Mudster, Congratulation on 
complet ing I -w eek suc-
c e s s  f u 1 1  y ! H a v e  a n  
OUTRAGEOUS ACTIVATION 
NIGHT, take care of those 
shoes. Good Luck with Sigma 
Kappa and everything else : 
Thirstys and Red Corvette 
Man .  Just remember when 
things look rough-FFF. Love, 
your roomies, Jen, Sue, and 
Dawnette. --'-------1 /3 1 
A S T  D A D S  a n d  
DAUGHTERS SATU RDAY IF 
THE NIGHT, DON'T PUT UP A 
FIGHT, BE THEIR TO. PARTY 
AND DANCE ALL NIGHT! 
________ · 1 /3 1  
Kim and Daisy, Welcome to 
;EIU  ! Get psyched for a great 
·weekend! Im so glad you two 
.finally made it. Love, Lori .  
�-------� 3 1  
BLOOM COUNTY 
excuse 
Me. 
WHllT 
15(.1/N/1 
15 1Hl6 .? 
I 
''111� /5(.//N/1 
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lie Wllll<S l/P ffJ fJO'oft &ll?t.. 
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SPICOLI : THANKS FOR A M . U . D . D . s t e rs : S tay 
FUN AFTERNOON WED- psyched the big day is almost 
NESDAY! ! WE'LL HAVE TO here! 
Sl<IP ECON CLASS MORE -,-,-------1 /3 1 
OFTEN! ! LOVE, " LOIS" . A L P H A  S I G M A  T A U  
1 /3 1 WELCOME ALL DADS TO :-, 
-
S
-
EN
_
D
_
O
--
UR
-
U
--
TTLE
--DEVIL THEIR 1 st DADS DAY! 
BALLOON BO-K TO YOUR 
F A V O R I T E  G U Y  F O R  
VALENTINES DAY! U P . U P  & 
AWAY BALLOONERY 1 503 
7th St. 345-9462 .  
________ .2/1 2 
Just what the DOCTOR 
ordered! Perfect prescription 
Bouquet . . .  FLOWERS in a 
reusable chicken soup bowl . 
O n l y  $ 2 2 . 50 .  N O B LE ' S' 
FLOWER SHOP . 503 J ef­
ferson.  Call 345-700 7 .  
--,--------1 /3 1 
Cara Lom part : Your ALPHA 
PHI Sisters are thinking about 
you . Get well soon . 
__ _,_ _____ 1 /3 1  
________ 1 /3 1  
SIG KAPS: Meeting will be 
Sunday at 7 p . m .  in the East 
two thirds of the ballroom . 
Formal ! 
________ 1 /3 1  
M U D D S T E R S :  S T A Y  
PSYCHED WE ARE ALMOST 
THERE ! ! !  LOVE, JAMA. 
________ 1 /3 1  
K I M  M U E L L E R ,  
Congratulations on pledging 
PHI GAMMA NU ! I 'm glad to be 
your mommie! PHI GAM LOVE , 
DIANE . 
_____ _ 1 /3 1  
Alpha P h i  pledges: Your 
sisters are so proud of you . 
________ 1 /3 1  
by Berke Breathed ....... �������� ..... 
!YJY.1 IMl/6/Nc If 
1H€5e fetrf.e Hll/1 
.w t/Vt l/lv'ff?(JTCCfC/J 
llMON& 7He' Rt5T 
(Jf 1/6 WHO 
KNOW !3e77CI?. / 
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Send a classif ied ad to you r  specia l friend ! 
t OA Friday, janua..Y 3 1 , 1 986 
Ski les ' shoot i ng l ifts 
M ich igan State to wi n 
E A S T  L A N S I N G ,  M i c h .  
(AP)-Senior guard Scott Skiles made 
18 of 21 shots for 36 points and drove 
the lane for · the winning jumper with 
seven seconds left Thursday night to 
lift Michigan State to an 8 3-8 1 Big 10 
win over Wisconsin. 
A three-point play by Wisconsin 
guard Mike Heineman tied the score, 
81-81, with 26 seconds left and 
Michigan State called time out with 13 
ticks remaining. 
Skiles took a pass from guard Darryl 
Johnson and drove the left side of the 
key for a six-footer that swished. A 
last-second shot by the Badgers' J .J. 
Weber was wide. 
With the victory, Michigan State 
climbed to 4-4 in the Big 10, 13-5 
overall. Wisconsin sagged to 2-6 in the 
conference and 10-8 for the season. 
It was another hot shooting per­
formance for Skiles, who entered the 
game as the . Big l O's leading scorer. He 
made 12 of 13 shots in the first half, 
including 10 in a row, and 6 of 8 in the 
second half to overshadow a 32-point 
showing by Wisconsin guard Rick 
Olson. 
Skiles' effort followed a career-high 
45 points versus Minnesota and 40 in in 
the Spartans' 9 1 -79 upset of Michigan. 
In three games, he has made 53 of 69 
shots, many from the 20-foot range, 
for a 768 average. 
M ichigan roTis 
Antoine Joubert scored 13 of his 19 
points in the second half Thursday 
night as Michigan romped to an 82-45 
Big 10 basketball victory over Nor­
thwestern. 
The victory improved the ninth­
ranked Wolverines to 18-2 overall and 
6-2 in the conference. Northwestern 
fell to 7-1 1 and 1.-7 . 
Richard Rellford and Robert 
Henderson each scored 13 points for 
the Wolverines. Shon Morris led 
Northwestern with 17 points. 
The game was tied at 6-6 when two 
Roy Tarpley free throws began a 16-3 
run which gave Michigan a 22-9 ad­
vantage with 8 : 41 remaining in the first 
half. 
Northwestern answered with six 
straight points to close the gap to 22-15 
but the Wolverines put their staners 
back in tbe game and outscored the 
Wildcats, 12-4, to take a 34-19 lead at 
the intermission. 
Tarpley, the· Most Valuable Player in 
the Big 10 last season, fouled out with -
10:23 remaining. In the Woh �rines' 
last game, a 9 1 -79 defeat at Michigan 
State, Tarpley fouled out with 1 1  :44 
remaining. 
. Lady Panther lnvitat io 
to provide GCAC previ 
By JOHN STROUD 
Staff writer 
Eastern's women's track team 
will get a look at some of the 
Gateway · Conference competition 
when it hosts the Lady Panther 
Indoor Invitational Saturday in 
Lantz Fieldhouse beginning at 10: 30 
a.m. 
Teams from SIU-Carbondale; 
Western Illinois, Indiana State, 
Bradley, DePaul and Purdue will 
give the Panthers some tough 
competition as they come off a 
respectible showing at the Purdue 
Invitational last week . 
"We're looking forward to it," 
coach John Craft said. "Our 
workouts have been intensified a bit 
this past week. I think we're at the 
point where we can put a little more 
pressure on." 
With the women gearing their 
season toward the indoor con­
ference meet on Feb. 28 and March 
1, this should pe an important 
competition as they will get a look at 
the likes of Southern, Western, 
Indiana St. and Bradley. 
"Four out of the 10 conference 
teams will be at this meet so we'll see 
what happens this weekend," Craft 
said. "We will also get another 
chance to see Illinois Sta 
week, so we'll see how that 
well." 
While most of Eastem's 
track team will take a b 
weekend, eight members of 
will travel to the Indiana U 
Invitational on Friday and 
in Bloomington, Ind. 
Those members t ha 
represent Eastern at the 
Jeff Gennarelli, Mark H ' 
Issacs, Dan Matas, Jim Ma 
Maton, Rodney McMull 
Neal and Larry Thoennes 
' 'This will be some 
competition,'' said coa 
Moore. "There will be 
the Southeast and East 
several from the Big Ten. 
Thoennissen, Gennare 
Matas will represe nt the 
corps" in the shot put. T 
35-pound weight in the meet. 
Heise is entered in the 
while Issacs is in the 440 
yard dashes. Neal is also in 
and 440 while McMullen is 
in the 300 and the 60-
hurdles. 
Jim and Phil Maton will 
in the 880 and 1 ,000-yard 
Orioles institute 
baseball 's first 
Wrestlers out to l ift un beate 
testing program 
streak without injured Porter 
BAL TIM ORE (AP)-A voluntary drug testing 
program, the first in baseball, was announced 
Thursday by the Baltimore Orioles. 
The pilot program will remain in effect for one 
year, unless superseeded by any agreement reached in 
negotiations between Major League Baseball and the 
Major League Baseball Players Association. 
Members of the New England Patriots on Monday 
became the first professional team to vote to par­
ticipate in a voluntary drug-testing program. 
The Orioles reportedly did not vote on the matter, 
but each player agreed individually to go along. 
Urinalysis testing, aimed at detecting cocaine and 
marijuana use, will be conducted independently 
through the Johns Hopkins Hospital and Medical 
School, on a spot and confidential basis, from three . 
to six times a year. 
The players' identities and test results are not to be 
By MIKE NELSON 
Staff writer 
This weekend could prove to be quite a test for 
Eastern's wrestling team as the grapplers travel to 
Indiana to face a strong Hoosiers' squad on 
Saturday, then compete in the Hoosier Invitational 
on Sunday. 
The Panthers will be going without Ozzie Porter 
(167), w_ho holds Eastern's second best individual 
record at 21-4 . Porter suffered an injury in last 
weekend's Southwest Invitational, where he captured 
first-place honors in his weight class. 
Eastern is riding an undefeated dual meet record of 
7-0 and hopes to continue the unblemished record. 
"We want to keep our streak going, " said Eastern 
head coach Ralph McCausland. 
"Indiana is a pretty tough team, "  added Mc­
Causland. "Key matches will be in the 126, 150, 1 58, 
· 190, and heavyweight classes. We're going to have to 
outscore the_m in those key matches to win.'' 
On Sunday, the Panthers will nave their hands full 
in the 8-team Hoosier Invitational . 
tournament will be Southern Illinois· 
which is ranked first in NCAA Division 
Edinboro State is ranked second in Di ' 
also be at the tournament. Other schools 
be competing against will be Purd 
Illinois State, Eastern Michigan, and In ' 
"In a small tournament like this the 
is up for grabs until after the first 
rounds, "  said McCausland. "We have to­
first and second matches to do well. " 
In the January rankings, Eastern's 
Farland (158) was ranked 14th in t 
Division I with a 25-2 record. Porter was 
with a 21-4 mark. 
Last season, the. Panthers' Ma 
qualified for the national finals, a feat 
would much like to duplicate t his y 
McFarland and Porter. 
"We j ust have to see how our inju · 
McCausland said. disclosed without the consent of the players. 
.................... ________ _,, __ ...,.. ____ �.-------;:� 
BU RG E RS 
F R I ES 
CHOCOLATES AllD JELLIES 
CALORI ES1. CAR BOS 
ALL MAKE N1CE BEWES. 
BUT IF YOU GOT TIME 
TO !FOLLOW THIS RHYME 
YOU SHOULD BE AWARE 
MY DOUGH BECOMES AIR 
WHEN YOU DINE 
AT ONE OF MY DELIS! 
. JIMMY JOHN•s 
GOURMET SUBS 
-wrLL BRING 9EM TO ya•• 
345·1075 
United Pentecostal 
Tabernacle 
Welcomes You ! 
Sun.-9: 30 a.m. 
Sun.-6:00 p.m. 
Wed.-Bible Study 7 :00 p.m. 
FREE RIDES-345-7436 
2442 E .  Harrison 
Today-Friday & 
Saturday 
Fri-Party with the 
Live Sound of: 
Hu nting Sleeves 
Sat-Party with 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
The News welcomes anyone 
with a willingness to learn. 
Stop by Buzzard North Gym 
to join the award-winning News teamJ 
Friday, January 3 t , t 986 1 5A 
4 ·. f:" 
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1Swimmers face busy 
d ual -meet weekend 
By JOE LEWNARD 
Staff writer 
Eastern's swimmers have two dual 
meets this weekend as the Panthers 
Friday travel to University of Illinois­
Chicago, and return home Saturday to 
take on Western Illinois. 
Eastern coach Ray Padovan expects 
Friday's meet to be close for both the 
men's and women's teams. . 
Padovan said Illinois-Chicago has a 
small team with a couple of 
weaknesses, mainly in the distance 
events. 
"We will try to take advantage of 
their weaknesses and hopefully we will 
able to cover ours, such as in the 
backstroke," Padovan said. 
Since Padovan expects the meet to 
be close, he hopes to win by breaking 
out to an early lead. 
Since the Midwest Championship 
meet at the end of the season will be at 
Illinois-Chicago, it will give the 
swimmers the opportunity to see the 
pool firsthand. 
"I'm looking forward to swimming 
at Circle this weekend, ' '  sophomore 
Mark Brandt said. " It ' s  good because 
it will be a chance for us to swim at 
Circle before Midwest ; especially for 
the freshmen, who have never seen the 
pool before. "  
The tankers will face a tough meet 
Saturday against the Leathernecks of 
Western Illinois. 
' ' They totally outman us as a team,' ' 
Padovan said. "It will be a hard meet 
for us." 
Padovan doesn't expect to change 
the lineups much for the events in this 
weekend's meets. However, Carolyn 
Guditis will be swimming the 200-yard 
freestyle instead of butterfly. 
Padovan said he move people 
around in the lineup though, with the 
hope of scoring more points. 
The meets will also serve as training 
ground for next week's Gateway 
Conference Championship for the 
women' s squad. 
The Panthers ' men's unit wil l  
compete in the competitive Southern 
Illinois Invitational next weekend. 
Saturday's meet will be the Pan­
ther's final home outing this season, 
which means it will be the last meet at 
{.antz Pool for the graduating seniors. 
Since the swimmers have had a long 
and tiring season, many are looking 
forward to the end of it . 
"Its been a long career, and a long 
season too," Paul Mulcrone said . 
" I ' m  glad it ' s  over," senio r Bob 
Young said . "I can wait until Saturday 
because we are going to get blown 
away . "  O n  t h e  other hand, some 
feel a little more sentimental toward 
the meet . 
swimmer drives for home in the backstroke during a recent meet in  
. The Panther swimmers wil l  make· their  f inal home appearance 
en they host Western I l l inois.  
Western beat the Panthers earlier in 
the season, and the outlook doesn' t 
look promising this time around. 
"I don't  want Saturday to come, "  
fourth-year women' s swimmer Sheila 
Mulcrone said. "I felt bad last year 
when everybody left and now I'm 
leaving." 
ters kick off i ndoor campaign in  St . Louis 
practices this week and Mosnia said he expects them 
to do well. 
ping up the outdoor season with a 1 2-4-
ten's  soccer team prepares for indoor 
this weekend. 
The field is the size of a professional hockey rink 
covered with astroturf, in comparison to the outdoor 
field, which is wider and longer. 
Mosnia said a total of six players (five field players 
and a goalkeeper) compete in an indoor meet and the 
game is played at a fast pace, much like hockey. 
Another standout freshman, Scott Taylor, is said 
to be doubtful along with junior John Glendinning, 
who both have leg injuries. 
eiser National Collegiate Indoor Soccer 
t begins Friday night in St. Louis and 
Sunday night with the championship 
"There are lots of substitutions and anything can 
happen in this game," Mosnia said. 
Junior Matt Gamache will be literally returning 
home this weekend. The sight of the tournament is 
owned and operated by the Gamache family. 
s competing in four different brackets 
for the prestigious title, which will be the 
This tournament will be the final show for captains 
Rick Lansing and Neil Swindells. The third captain, 
Paul Kelly, elected not to play on the astroturf 
surface beca.use of knee problems he has suffered his 
entire career. 
" Matt Gamache is going back home to play," · 
Mosnia said. "He is our captain for next year and 
apparently Matt plays very well when he goes back 
home to St. Louis. competition for the Panthers. 
"I look to see a good game coming out of him. ding champion Panthers head the list of 
ng with NCAA semi-finalist Evansville, 
esis St. Louis and a physical Southern 
ardsville squad will appear. 
"I feel that I have something to prove, "  Swindells 
said. But more importantly, "I hope Rick has a good 
tournament.' '  
Last year he scored some big goals for us," Mosnia 
said. 
The tournament will also begin a new challenge for 
goalkeeper Mark Simpson. Simpson concluded the 
outdoor season with seven shutouts. 
coach Cizo Mosnia said that even though 
ent has a competitive group of outdoor 
r soccer is a different story. 
said there are major differences between 
outdoor soccer. 
"I don't think he (Lansing) has received the 
recognition he deserves and also I hope can perform 
well in last game," Swindells added. 
Top freshmen Larry Pretto, Curt Elchuk , Craig 
Hartman and Greg Muhr have been have good 
"There are a lot of goals scored (indoors)," 
Mosnia said. "But if the players help Mark out, I 
think he is capable of shutting teams out.'' 
bl ing as big a part of Gipp legend as touchdowns 
ted Press 
e of Notre Dame's game 
in 1920, Coach Knute 
exhorting the Fighting 
from behind in one of his 
er room harangues. 
the players wasn't  respon­
ockne's theatrics and the 
Dished him gruwling, "I 
you have the slightest 
. game." 
wrong there, Rock. I've got 
game and I don't intend to 
lied George Gipp. 
part of the George Gipp 
ed in the December issue 
· , the monthly journal 
onian Institution. 
appropriate last Sunday 
ent Ronald Reagan said in 
during the Super Bowl 
pregame show that Rockne once 
"threw a gambler out of his office one 
day bodily who had come to see him 
and was seeking information about 
who was going to win. He just hated 
the idea of gambling associated with 
football. "  
Reagan, o f  course, played the role of 
Gipp in "Knute Rockne: All­
American," a 1940 movie. 
NBC newsman Tom Brokaw noted 
that as much as $2 billion might be 
wagered on the game, most of it 
illegally, and asked the president if that 
bothered him. Reagan replied: 
"I wish that it could be without, 
because I think when it gets up to that 
kind of money then there is too much 
temptation to try and fix things. And, 
human nature being what it is, we 
know from past history that sometimes 
they get away with that ." 
The magazine story pointed out that 
Gipp, a minister's son, went to Notre 
Dame on a baseball scholarship at the 
age of 21 after spending the three 
previous years in construction work 
and driving a taxi in his hometown of 
Laurium, Mich. Besides playing in an 
amateur baseball league, the magazine 
said Gipp also excelled at pool, poker 
and dice . 
In 1919, Gipp and several teammates 
played for money in a football game at 
Rockford, Ill . , but no one at Notre 
Dame found out, the Smithsonian 
said. 
Gipp also picked up money, it said, 
by frequenting the pool halls of South 
Bend; a joint called Hullie and Mike's · 
became his second home. At the Oliver 
and LaSalle Hotels he took on some of 
the sharpest pool hustlers· and card 
sharks on the Chicago circuit, it said. 
"I' m the finest freelance gambler 
ever to attend Notre Dame," Gipp 
once said, although the magazine said 
he never gambled for money with other 
students. 
His roommate Arthur "Dutch" 
Bergman recalled that Gipp ignored 
curfew, drank and smoked heavily, 
and often stayed up all night carousing 
or playing cards. 
In 1920, Walter O'Keefe of the 
South Bend News-Times saw him 
stumble out of a hotel elevator the 
morning of the Purdue game "un- , 
shaven . . .  sleepy-eyed . . .  downright 
soggy. I gave him hell for staying 1'P all 
night. "  
· 
That afternoon, Gipp rushed for 129 
yards, including an 80-yard touchdown 
- !  
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-- 1 .ow star.t lag ues Panthers i n  AMCU-8 los 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
CHICAGO-A slow start came back to haunt 
Eastern Thursday as the Panthers dropped an 85-79 
AMCU-8 decision to Illinois-Chicago. 
Eastern fell behind 1 5-6 early and was forced to 
play come-from-behind basketball the rest of the 
night. 
"We definitely lost in the first eight minutes," 
Eastern coach Rick Sanuels said in a postgame radio 
interview. 
"We weren't ready to play. We were not alert 
enough on defense, we weren't alert on the boards, 
we weren't scrambling for loose balls." 
The loss dropped the Panthers' overall record to 
1 2-7 and 4-3 in the AMCU-8. Easte:rn has now lost 
three straight conference games. 
Illinois-Chicago moved to 9-9 overall and 4-2 in 
league action. 
"Our seniors really needed to pick it up and the 
last two games they haven't done that, ' '  Samuels 
said. "If we're going to be successful, that cannot be. 
"We allowed them to take Jon (Collins) out of the 
offense, Kevin (Duckworth) out of the offense and 
get up on us by four or five baskets." 
Locke, Duckworth was assessed a technical 
s lamming the ball on the court in frustratio 
Locke hit the free throw and canned two 
the possession to give Illinois-Chicago 
cushion with 1 :  18 remaining. 
Duckworth was saddled with foul trouble from the 
game's outset, picking up three in the first eight 
minutes. 
Doug Crook scored a season-high 24 
Eastern. Crook now has scored over 1,000 
his Panther career. 
Illinois-Chicago, playing without its leading scorer 
Eric Longino, reeled off nine straight points to stake 
a 44-30 lead late in the first half. 
' Collins added 2 1  points and moved into 
on the all-time Eastern scorin list. 
Eastern (79) 
Eastern managed to trim the Flames' lead to a 
basket three times in the second half, but failed to 
take the lead. 
Crook 1 2  0-0 24,  Evans 1 0-0 2, West O 0-0 0,  
2 1 , K. Duckworth 6 3-3 1 5 , Murphy 1 0-0 2 ,  Tayler 
Duckworth 3 3-4 9. Totals 33 1 3-20 79.  
UIC (85) 
Collins hit a short baseline j umper to cut the 
Flames' lead to 7 5-73 with j ust under three minutes 
left in the game. 
Locke 7 1 2- 1 2 26,  Jett 1 3-4 5, Knar 3 5·7 1 1 ,  
0-0 2 2 ,  Wade 5 1 -3 1 1 ,  Anderson O 0-0 O,  J 
Jones 1 0-0 2. Totals 3 1  23-28 85 .  
Halftime-UIC 46, Eastern 34. Technical foul 
But after a three-pC':'lt play by the Flames' Bobby Duckworth. 
Gateway rivals ahe 
on l ady cager agen 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Eastern' s  women' s  basketball team 
will embark on a journey which will 
begin Friday night in Cedar Falls , Iowa 
and end Sunday in Des Moines . as the 
Panthers battle G<,iteway Conference 
rivals Northern Iowa and Drake. 
The UNI purple Panthers are 
currently eighth in the conference, 2-5 , 
and are 6-9 overall, while the Bulldogs 
are co-leaders with Southern Illinois at 
7-0 in the conference and 1 2-5 overall. 
The two leaders will also �lay Friday 
for sole possession of first place. 
Even though Northern Iowa is not 
playing as well as other teams, coach 
Bobbie Hilke is concerned about 
overlooking this squad in the UNI­
Dome-a place that has been tough to 
win at in years past. 
"I think we have to be careful not to 
overlook Northern Iowa," Hilke said. 
"It concerns me that we're not giving it 
the attention it deserves. 
"The UNI-Dome is a unique 
shooting experience-it ' s  like shooting 
inside of a whale, " Hilke said smi ling. 
" I t ' s  like shooting into darkness. They 
cram about 42 fans in this huge bubble. 
" We've just had an awful t ime 
winning in there, UNI plays a very 
good game there, ' '  she added. 
Guards Ann Oten and 
man are sixth and seven 
conference in assists , with 
respectively. 
Eastern' s  matchup with t 
forces of Drake will requ· 
skills and abilities the Pant 
upset the Bul ldogs on the r 
Drake is led by fo 
Wanda Ford, who is co 
many to be the best off� nsi 
the country. The 6-foot st· · 
nation with 26.9 points a 
1 6 . l rebounds, and is 
Eastern's Melanie Hatfie 
with 49. 
"Drake University is 
Ford traveling show, " 
"She's just a phenonomi 
She is definitely Kodak 
material and we get a ch 
her. 
"We've done some nice · 
before. I ' d  be happy to hold 
average," Hilke added . 
Sophomore forward J 
patrick is also on top of her 
is second in the Gateway 
with 1 9.7 points a game. 
MICHAEL SIT ARZ/ Photo editor 
Eastern guard Sheryl Bonsett dishes off a pass inside during the Panthers' 
victory over Il l inois State last week. Eastern faces Gateway Conference op­
ponents Drake arid Northern Iowa on the road this weekend.  
Freshman forward Diane Roberts 
leads the Northern Iowa attack. Her 
1 6 . 1 points and 8.3 rebounds per game 
average is good enough for ·eighth and 
third in the conference respectively. 
Of late, the Panthers ha 
on the sparkling bench p 
Hamilton and Ann Brown 
the defensive and the offe 
which is still led by Chris 
1 6.4 points and 7 . 3 rebou 
and Hatfield' s 1 5 . 7  poi 
steals per game. 
Inside 
, 
f 
Splash Clown 
Eastem's men's and women's swimming teams 
will make thei; final appearances Saturday in Lantz 
Pool when t!le Panthers hos highly-powered 
Western Ill inois.' For Eastern's n iors, �e meet 
will mark the last home contest o their careers. 
see'. page 1 1  
Budding .boaters 
Following a 1 2-4- 1 outdoor season , Eastem's 
soccer team heads indoors for this weekend's 
Budweiser National Collegiate Indoor Soccer 
Tournament in St . Louis.  Twelve teams wil l  be 
vying for the tourney's prestigious championship. 
See page 1 1  
Gamblin' man 
Known mainly for his role in 
Knute Rockne's legendary " 
Gipper" halftime speech and hiS 
in the Irish backfield, Geor 
remembered for his gambling a 
The Weekend Supplement to the Daily Eastern News I Charleston . I l l . 6 1 920 I Section B, 8 Pages 
Groundhog 's  Day 
a time to wish 
for Spring and hope 
By CHRYST AL PHILPOTT 
and KIRSTEN MANGAN Staff writers 
Spring is approaching once more . But how 
far away is it exactly? According to one 
American tradition , it  all depends on the 
mood of one furry little animal , the groun­
dhog .  
The legend says that o n  February 2 ,  
Groundhog's Day , the groundhog comes out 
of his burrow after spending all  winter hiber­
nating . 
If it is sunny and he sees his shadow , he 
will be frightened and run back into his hole 
for six more weeks of wint0r If it is cloudv 
out , he is not frightened by his shadow , so he 
stays out,  meaning winter is just about over, 
sa id V incent G utowski , a professor of 
geology . 
The custom of Groundhog's Day was 
brought to America by immigrants from 
Great Britain and Germany , who used 
Groundhog's Day predictions to decide when 
to plant their crops . 
A forecast of an early spring meant an ear­
ly planting of crops. A forecast of six more 
weeks of winter meant farmers would not be 
able to plant crops for quite a while , said 
Gutowski . The only difference is that in Ger-
· many a badger did the predicting . 
Groundhog's Day occurs on what has been 
known for centuries as Candlemas Day . 
Candlemas day celebrates the Feast of the 
Purification of the Blessed Virgin . Since early 
Christian times , the candles to be used in the 
church were blessed on this day . .  
In Scotland , a sunny Candlemas Day 
means more winter ; unpleasant weather 
means the winter is almost over . 
Groundhog's Day , or Candlemas Day , 
depending on the country , is one case where 
sunshine is a bad omen . 
In the earlier part of the century a group of 
men in Lancaster County ,  Pennsylvania set 
such great store in the groundhog's ability to 
predict the end of winter that they formed the 
Slumbering Groundhog Lodge , · a club 
designed specifically to observe the groun­
dhog on February 2 .  
The members wore silk hats and night 
shirts in honor of the waking of the groun­
dhog. Every February 2 they would rise 
before dawn and go looking for a groundhog 
burrow . Once they found one they would sit 
and wait for him to come out . After inter­
pretating his actions they would then report 
them to the public . 
"The official groundhog makes its home in 
Punxsutawney, Pa . , " said Vincent Gutowski , 
a professor of geology . Although there have 
been many fictionalized 'official' groundhogs , 
they don't have' the oral tradition passed 
(See GROUNDHOG, page 38) 
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:2 it ! :I Church�s _ ___.i_ j I Movies..---A I 
! 
� University Baptist Church 
� Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  � at 1505 Seventh Street . 
.:! First Baptist Church 
!:: Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  ; at 2800 University Dr . 
:: Christian Campus Fellowship 
.:! Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 a . m .  
1- a t  223 1 Fourth Street . 
Wesley United Methodist Church 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at 2206 S .  Fourth Street . 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 a . m .  
at 3 1 1  Seventh Street .  
lmmanual Lutheran Church 
Servies will be held at 8: 15 and 
10 :45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland . 
Heritage Chapel Church 
Services will be held at 6 : 30 a . m .  
and 1 0 : 30 a . m .  a t  9 1 7  Woodlawn 
Drive . 
Newman Community 
Services will be held .at 6 : 30 p . m .  
Saturday and 9 and 1 1  a . m .  Sunday 
in Buzzard Auditorium . 
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 a . m .  
and 6 p . m .  at 2605 University Drive . 
' St. Charles Catholic Church 
Services will be held at 8 and 10 
a . m .  at 92 1 Madison . 
I Music ___ v 
Roe's 
Friday night "Hunting Sleeves" 
will be playing upstairs . 
Ted's Warehouse 
Friday night "Whiskey Jack" will 
be playing at Ted's ;  Saturday night, 
"9th Street" will be playing . 
The cover of this week's Verge is an 
i l lustration of a groundhog in search 
of his shadow. 
Rocky IV 
Friday and Saturday night at 7 
p . m .  and 9 p . m . ; Saturday and Sun­
day matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunday 
through Thursday night at 7 p . m .  at 
the Will Rogers . Rated PG . 
Spies Like Us 
Friday and Saturday night 7: 15 
p . m .  and 9 : 15 p . m . ; Saturday and 
Sunday matinee 2 : 15 p . m . ; Sunday 
through Thursday night at 7 : 30 at 
the Will Rogers . Rated PG . 
Iron Eagle 
Friday and Saturday night 5, 7 : 1 5 ,  
9 : 20 ;  Saturday a n d  Sunday matinee 
at 2 p . m . ; Sunday through Thursday 
night at 5 and 7: 15 at The Time in 
Mattoon . Rated PG- 1 3 .  
Out of  Africa 
Every night at 4 : 45 and 8; Satur­
day and Sunday matinee at 1 : 30 at 
The Time in Mattoon . Rated PG . 
White Nights 
Friday and Saturday night 4 : 30 ,  
7 : 10 ,  and 9 : 20 ;  Saturday a n d  Sun­
day matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunr! ,,.�· 
through Thursday night at 4 : 3G and 
7 :  1 0  at the Cinema 3 in Mattoon . 
Rated PG- 1 3 .  
Youngblood 
Friday and Saturday night at 4 : 45 ,  
7 ,  and 9 : 20 ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 : 1 0  p . m . ;  Sunday 
through Thursday night at 4 : 45 and 
7 at the Cinema 3 in Mattoon . Rated 
R :  
. 
My Chauffeur 
Friday and Saturday night at 5, 
7 : 20 and 9 : 25 ;  Sunday thorough 
Thursday night at 5 and 7 : 20 at the 
Cinema 3 in Mattoon . Rated R .  
Heathcliff: The Movie 
Saturday and Sunday matinee only 
at 1 and 3 p . m .  at the Cinema 3 Mat­
toon : Rated G .  
S�---
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lisa Al barran 
Assistant . . . . . . . . .  Ki rsten Mangan 
Art d i rector . . . . . . . .  Becky Michael 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . . .  Karin Bu rrus IWEIU Calendar aa I ao :J 
WEIU 88 . 9  FM Monday- Friday 4 Thursday : "The Dave and Rick Story" 
p . m . - Midnight 
• 4 : 00 - 4 : 30 WEIU news 
• 4 : 30 - 5 : 00 County Line 
• 5 : 00 - 5 : 30 EIU Report 
• 5 : 30 - 9 : 00 Contemportary Rock 
and Roll (Monday - Thursday) 
Jazz (Friday) 
Monday : "Method to Our Madness" 
Tuesday : "Radio Left off Center" 
Wednesday : "Radio Free . . .  " 
Become a 
photographer 
for 
The Daily 
Eastern News. 
Friday : "Jazz Euphoria" 
• 9 : 00 - Midnight Specialty Shows 
Monday : "Third World Groove" (reg­
gae) 
Tuesday : "Jazz Osmosis" 
Wednesday : "Professor's Oldies Show" 
Thursday : "Thursday Night Theme 
Show" (R and R 
history) 
Friday : "House Rocker Show" (juzz) 
Attend a meeting 
at 6 p_. m .  
Monday 
in Buzzard North Gym . 
ROCKY IV · . SVLVE STE H STA LLO N E  
FRl ./SAT. N ITE 7:00 • 9:00 SAT./SUN.  MATINEE 2:00 P 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY NITE 7:00 PM O NLY! 
CHEVY CHASE DAN A YKROYD 
s1111:s l.IKI: llS 
FRl./SAT. NITE 7 : 1 5 & 9:1 5 
SAT./SUN.  MATINEE 2:1 5 PM 
SU N.  THRU THU RSDAY N ITE 7:30 PM 
0Ur�CA 
A U N I V E R S A L  P I C T U R E  IPGI 
N ITEL Y 4:45 A N D  8:00 SAT./S U N .  MAT 1 :30 P 
COLUMBIA PICTURES 
FRl ./SAT. NITE 4:30 • 7 : 1 0 • 9 : 3 5  SAT./SUN. MATINEE 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDA 'f_Nfil 4:30 • 7 : 1 0 P M  ONL 
••••li•lllll•,£. 
The ice . . .  The fire . . .  
The fight . . .  To be the best. 
ROB L O WE 
C YN THIA GIBB 
PA TRICK S WA YZE 
MGM/UA @ 
FRl ./SAT. N ITE 4:45 • 7 : 0 0  • 9 : 2 0  SAT./SUN.  MATINEE 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY NITE 4:45 • 7:00 PM 0 
----- · - - · . - -- - - - - - - ·- - - - - --· - ·  ... 
HE Lo 0 VER I ..lie Ju;&. a e1au I ""'°  . • Sl.e ku a elau :z. � · 
�  a-, '11 ueu;J, ""  
. . . """ I- u.. 11"""'4 ,,l/;Jk. 
�® A Crown International 
FRIDAY AND SATU RDAY 5:00 • 7:20 • 9:2 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY N ITE 5:00 • 7:20 
�., - .  � BEATBCLI 
The Movie 
KIDDIE SHO W !  
SAT ./SU N.  O N LY 1 : 0 0  A N D  3:00 
bum loaded "tith power 
lvaded with 
release of "Done With Mirrors" 
Aerosmith's first album since its 
a few years ago . 
g the break up some of the 
tried to keep the band going 
new members and trying to br­
a new image by changing the 
sound. 
ver, as its last album "Night In 
ts" proved , it didn't work . 
again are the original members , 
Steven Tyler , guitarist J oe Perry 
had the somewhat successful 
the Joe Perry Project) , guitarist 
itford , bassist Tom Hamilton , 
mmer Joey Kramer. All of them 
to be in top form and ready to 
aiting for this album to hit the 
I was wondering if it would be 
er than their last album ,  "Night 
Ruts" - done in their break up 
which was a disappointment . 
ugh its sound has changed 
, "Done With Mirrors" is ·reminis­
earlier albums like "Dream On" 
oys In The. Attic" . 
hit single "Let The ·Music Do the 
� with its jamming guitars and 
pounding, drums accompanied 
en Tyler's unforgettable voice is 
the tracks that will remind the 
of the old Aerosmith . 
t has changed is their concern 
und quality and the blending of 
usic . They have partially drifted 
that raw , acid , rock n'  roll to a 
er sound ing type _of music . 
And on some of the tracks like , 
"She's On Fire" they even resemble that 
unmistakable and melodic sound of 
Led-Zeppelin ,  but still keep the tradi­
tional sound of Aerosmith . 
Traditionally , Aerosmith likes to use 
album covers which coincide with the 
album's title . On "Toys In The Attic" 
they had an attic with toys scattered 
about. In "Dream On" they had a 
cloudy, sky scene suggesting a dream 
state . "Done With Mirrors" is no excep­
tion . 
On first glance it's difficult to read the 
title or anything printed on it . In keeping 
with the title , everything printed on the 
al.bum is a mirror image . 
If you're as much of a fan of 
Aerosmith's as I a m ,  you'll agree that 
"Done With Mirrors" was well worth the 
wait and definitely worth the price . 
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Groundhog ___ .from page 1 ; 1  
< 
down. through the generations Punx- American holiday to be named after an !!! 
sutawney 'Phil' has. · animal . · � 
'The groundhog and its tradition The groundhog , or woodchuck as it is � 
rivals the sophisticated forecasting also known , is 16 to 19 inches long with � 
systems , "  Gutowski said . reddish or gray colored fur . Like all � 
"The reason for the misintrepetition rodents it has sharp , chisel-like front � 
of the groundhog's decision is the lack teeth . During the day it remains seclud- ; 
of language skills by those , who call ed and emerges at night and early mor- 3 
themselves groundhog watc h ers, " ning to hunt for food . � 
Gutowski said . The groundhog is a rodent and a � 
Barbara Jones, a freshman occupa- strict vegetarian .  It depends solely on ::­
tional therapy major, said she is unsure plant foods such as roots , bulbs,  leaves .  Q. 
about the validity of the Groundhog's stalks , seeds and nuts . � 
Day tradition . "Sometimes it works out Although 'Phil' hasn't made his '-=-
that it's right , but it may be just a coin- prediction yet, and some doubt his  � 
cidence . I wouldn't take him to court if validity . He is the King of Groundhog's : 
he was wrong , "  she said . Day and should enjoy the day set aside 
Groundhog's Day is the only for him and his little mission . � 
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�Groundhog reactions 
By ROSE ALCORN Staff writer 
As spring approaches , many students 
look forward to coming out of winter 
holes- especially if they've had dorm 
room cabin fever , curable only by warm 
air and new greenery . 
And coming out of his winter hole on 
Sunday , is the traditional groundhog , 
hopefully looking for an early spring , 
and not his shadow . 
Although Groundhog Day receives a 
recognized spot on the calendar and at­
tention from the media , whether people 
seriously believe in the prediction is 
another story . 
Junior Amy Lang , said she ·does not 
believe in the story because , "it's il­
logical , "  and · junior Teresa Hanks said 
· she does not pay much attention to it 
because she's not "superstitious . "  
Sophomore Tiffany Kouri , a n d  senior 
Kris Boecker , a lso  are " n ot  
superstitious" enough to  believe in the 
groundhog prediction .  
Another student, senior Tammie 
Draiy , called it "just an old wive's tale . "  
However , there are some students 
who find credibility in the groundhog 
forecast . 
Sophomore Sandra Lukas said she 
believes in the groundhog because "the 
media has made a big deal out of it ,  so I 
just believe in it . I 'm superstitious . "  
Senior Mark Hartz said h e  "just grew 
up believing in it . "  
Junior Marianne Kunkel finds no 
truth in Groundhog Day because "it's 
dumb. 
"How can you believe in w hat a 
grounghog says?" she asked . 
But whether or not students believe in 
a groundhog's prediction is not so much 
a question as whether spring will come 
soon enough . 
After all , why should the groundhog 
care if he sees his shadow? 
If the groundhog knew the meaning 
of "spring break , "  his shadow would 
never be see n .  
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'Iron Eagle ' -predictable 
By MIKE SABINE Movie critic 
"Iron Eagle" must have been conceiv­
ed not by an author or screen writer but 
by a marketing manager . 
It combines all the latest hot selling 
movie schemes- an American rescuing 
his countryman from a foreign prison 
camp , a "don't mess with the U . S . "  
theme , a brown-eyed teenage heart 
throb blowing up everything in sight. 
And yes, its' all set to rock and roll , with 
the inevitable sound track album to 
follow . 
An American pilot is shot down over 
an Arab country (though never men­
tioned , Libya is thoroughly implicated) 
and is about to be executed .  His 
teenage son Ted (Jason Jedrick) enlists 
the aid of the independent-minded 
veteran pilot Chappie Sinclair (Louis 
Gosset,  J r . )  to undertake a rescue . 
All .of Ted's pals are Air Force brats 
too , so they are able to get top secret in­
formation ("I just lis.tened at my dad's 
door") , and have fighter planes armed 
and ready at their disposal . 
Best of all , Ted �nows how to fly an 
F- 1 5  Fighter (Air Force kids don't have 
hot cars , 'they play chicken in their own 
airplanes) . 
So;  it's off to the desert , where Ted 
and Chappie blow up most of Libya (or 
where ever) , including two military 
bases , an oil refinery , and about 30 
enemy planes . Ted drops a load of. 
bombs , and another set magically ap­
pears below his wings . 
Dad 1s rescued , but Ted has to 
on the greasy-mustached beady­
leader of the bad guys in a one-on­
dogfight.  You guessed it, with rock 
roll (Queen , Helix and others) bl 
from the tape player he keeps stra 
his knee , Ted flies like the Red Baron 
Then it's back to safety , where t 
· are a lot of bands playing and flags 
ing . 
" I ron · E a g l e "  is predicta 
shamelessly jingoistic , and wallo 
melodrama.  By the end , the actors 
falling all over each other 
testaments to each other's courage . 
However , it features many ex 
stunt flying sequences and a lot of 
ti on . If you' enjoy the thrill of wat 
America's enemies get theirs in fan 
land ,  " Iron Eagle" may be for you. 
sort of an airborne "Rambo" . 
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Special pull-out section 
eeping Fre Presses Free 
eedom of the Campus 
Student Press Month 
January . 1 986 
Hear ye , 
hear ye !  
W H E R E A S N a t i o n a l  
Freedom of the Campus 
Student Press Day may be 
bserved o n  S u n day , 
January 1 9 , 1 986 , the 
birth date of Robert E. Lee, 
who , as president of 
Was h i n gton a n d  Lee 
College , was the f irst 
college president to call for ..:. 
the teaching of journalism ._, 
on col lege campuses, and . 
WHEREAS the Society of � 
Professional J ournal ists , 
Co l lege Media Advisers and 
the Society for Collegiate 
Journalists have worked to 
improve the atmosphere of 
f r e e d o m  a n d  a c ­
complishment for col lege 
student publications , and 
WHEREAS many campus 
members of these g roups 
are vigorous leaders and 
staff members of col lege 
student publications , 
T H E R E F O R E be i t  
reso l ved t h at these 
organizatio n s  u rg e  all 
campus and professional ·.i  
c h apters , al l  s t u d e n t  
pub lications and all othe r  
journalistic media o f  the 
nation to join together in 
o b s e rv i n g  the 1 9 8 6  
ce lebration of Freedom of 1 
. the Campus Student P ress 
Month during January with 
a p p r o p r i a t e  a r t i c l e s , 
editorials, meetings, open 
houses and other events to 
mark this important ob-
1servation i n  A m e r ican 
· journalism . 
. I 
. .  
1 • t • t t • ' ' ' .I I • t t '° .- • ,.. • 
I 
An Examination 
·of the Issues -
Prepared for distribution i n  col lege newpapers i n  
observa nce of their First Amendment freedoms 
(College newspapers may reproduce any or all of · 
the materials in this publication for use during 
January 1 986 . The entire publication may be used 
as a supplement to an issue of a campus 
newspaper . )  
I ' '  
. I  
Freedom of the Campus Student Press Day and Mo 
January . 1 9�6 Since January 1 9  falls on a Sunday and becau8e colleges using the early semester plan might not be in aeaslon , the entire month of January 1 986 has been designated as a time for suitable commemorative events and aitlcles for the 1 986 observance. 
Keeping Fre Presses Free 
Freedom of the Campus Student Press Day , an� now Month , 
was born during the 1 982 national conventions of College Media 
Advisers and the Associated Collegiate Press. Jean Otto, 
nationa l chairman of the Fir:st Amendment Congress, 
inaugurated the tradition at the annual  awards banquet of the 
convention by reading a proclamation of its creation . 
CMA took the initial steps to found the observance because 
the advisers. believed it would provide opportu nities to expla i n  
t h e  role and function o f  the student press on campuses across 
the nation and to express appreciation for the work and many 
achievements of thousands of dedicated student journal ists . 
January 1 9 was selected for se�·eral resons as a date for the 
annual  observance . Most student publications staff members 
would have been back on campus long enough after the 
Ch ristmas break to pla n and partiicipate in an interesting and 
effective progra m .  There were few other national days or events 
in January to confl ict with the observation.  
· 
An historical consideration was commemoration of the bir· 
thday of Robert E. Lee , the first u niversity president in  the United 
States to urge the inclusion of joumalism classes in a u niversity 
cu rricu lu m .  
Society for Collegiate Journalists a n d  its 1 30 campus chapters 
joined in sponsoring and observin!� the first observation.  Since 
then other organizations have noted the date and joined in 
sponsoring it. Latest of these was Society of Professional 
J ournalists , which adopted the r1esolution whose essence is 
prillted (?n the cover of this supplement. . 
College Media Advisers joins with SPJ ,  SCJ and other jour· 
nalism groups in urging the nation's media to celebrate this 
importa nt date in American journalism . 
(Editor 's note: This column reflects a view frequently 
expressed about the college press by some 
professionals and some educators.) 
Noisy flap 
We have been having a noisy flap in Washington this 
month · over a question both perennial and universal : 
What are the First Amendment rights , if any , of the 
editor of a student newspaper? Is such an editor entitled 
to ' 'freedom of the press ' '  ? 
The issue pops up all the time, not only in colleges 
and universities but at the high school , also . The facts 
are almost always the same: The young editor either has 
published , or is about to publish , some editorial or 
story to which the school administration objects . In one 
instance this involved nude photographs in a college 
annual . ln another it involved vulgar words in a news 
story . In a third , it involved some allegations un­
favorable to a major benefactor of the university . 
The Real World 
:Dear Mr. Kilpatrick , 
You r1eccntly wrote that it was " beyond my com­
prehension why student publications should operate un­
der a different rule" than the commercial press docs , vis­
a-vis the 1relationship of the editor and his publisher . 
. Why the public college administrator cannot act as a 
traditiornd publisher in his relationship with the student 
newspaper, however , has been understood well by the 
federal judiciar}r and supponers of the college student 
press for more than a decade . 
Constitutionally , the college administrator cannot act 
as the traditional publisher because his function as censor 
is proscribed by the First Amendment . The publisher you 
served for 17 years was a 'private citizen ; the university ad­
ministrator who presumes to be publisher of a student 
Why is a free 
press i m portant? 
shouldn 't  the presiden 
un iversity be afforde 
same control as a 
mercial publ isher? Sh 
university reinforce 
same constitutional 
that it teaches? 
These are all qu 
relevant to each 
· publ ication of The 
Eastern Ne ws. 
I n  o bservance 
Freedom of  the C 
Press month , the Ne 
included this supp 
with articles examin' 
gray area of what 
stitutional rights 
forded student edito 
T h i s  part icu lar 
plement was publis 
Col lege Media Adv· 
The consequences also follow a uniform pattern 
student editor is dismissed ; fellow students rise 
wrath ; a cry is raised of " freedom of the press " 
college trustees tear out whatever hair they hav 
The incident winds up in court , and more often 
not , the student editor prevails . 
Our local tempest has followed these classic lin 
Howard University , the student newspaper is kn 
The Hilltop. Its editor , the 2 3-year-old 
McKnight , persisted in giving prominent cover 
lawsuit involving the university ' s  attorneys . It 
that a staff attorney filed a complaint with the 
Employment Opponunity Commission . He con 
that Howard ' s general counsel was discrimina · 
favor of female employees in pay and promotion . 
By any objective yardstick ,  this was a pretty fair 
for a student newspaper. Miss McKnight played 
the hilt , to the great discomfiture of Ho 
newspaper is a public official . The First Amendm 
monition is against governmental interference wi 
freedom . It applies , therefore , to the universi 
minstrator, who is an agent of the state , but not 
publisher ,  who is not . 
Professionally , the college administrator is 
dedicated to nor performs the role of the 
publisher. Your publisher owned your newspaper 
stock and Linotype machines-or acted for th 
did ; the investment was his or theirs ; he gave it 
professional attention , and earned his livelihood 
he was trained in the business and ,  I ho 
profession . The college administrator, however, 
no such commitment of resources and atten • 
livelihood docs not · depend on the success or 
the student newspaper; he is trained in nei 
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion , or prohibiting the free Exercise 
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble, and to petition the go1vernment for a redress of grievances. ' '  
om-of the Campus Student Press Day and Month 
1 9 8 6 Since January 1 9  falls on a Sunday and � colleges using the early semester plan 3 a ry might not be in se881on, the entire month of January 1 986 has been designated as a time for suitable commemorative events and articles for the 1 986 observance. 
Janice and 235 million othel'S 
First of all , I like and respect Mr. James] .  Kilpatrick .  
Second , I do  not believe he  did his homework on  the column 
appearing February 1 9 .  
I like him because I ' ve been reading him fo r  years , but even 
more because I met him at a major conference of the First Amen­
dment Congress in Williamsburg , Virginia , two years ago . Both 
he and Mrs . �lpatrick were participants in the conference , so I 
can tell you happily that is a fine person and Mrs . Kilpatrick is 
even mcer . 
Mr. Kilpatrick gave the keynote address that was a rousing en -
dorsement of the values of a free press for America . He held r_he 
representatives of 36 of the nation ' s  newspaper , book , magazine , 
radio and television organizations spell-bound through his 
mastery of spoken expression ,  which is as kec::n as his writing wit . 
He over-simplified the status of the college press in order to 
get to his main point in the column . That point might well have 
found a different emphasis if he would have marched through 
this brief review of law cases and Constitutional provisions . 
The First Amendment became Constitutional law in 1 79 1  
when the Bill of Rights was ratified . I t  provided that Congress 
could make no law abridging freedom of the press . 
The Fourteenth Amendment became Constitutional law in 
1 868 . It provided that the First Amendment restraint on 
Congress was to be extended to all branches of government , all 
levels of government , and all government officials . It also 
established the requirement of due process , and that all persons 
were to be equally protected . . 
But the Supreme Court virtually eliminated the force of the 
Fourteenth Amendment in the Slaughterhouse cases of 1 8 7 3 .  
Thus , there was little concern o r  debate o f  First Amendment 
issues until the next century . 
The major decision that changed everything was the Gitlow 
ruling of 1925  which made clear that the provisions of the Four­
teenth Amendmc.;nt did apply to abuses of the First Amendment 
when the goverf!mental agencies abridged the rights therein , in­
cluding freedom of the press . 
In the West Virginia State Board of Education vs . Barnette 
case in 1943 , the court ruled that a college or a high school 
student has a federal course of legal action and relief under 
provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment. 
In 1946 the court said that ownership does not mean absolute 
dominion . 
In 1957  the court said that teachers and students must always 
remain free to inquire , to study , to evaluate , to gain new 
maturity and understanding , or otherwise our civilization would 
stagnate and die , in the Sweezy vs . State of New Hampshire case . 
In 196 1  the court ruled that administrators in public colleges 
were clothed in governmental authority and any actions they take 
which can substantially infringe upon a student ' s  rights must 
comply with due process procedures , in the Dixon vs. Alabama 
State Board of Education case . 
Constant Abridgment 
Dear Mr. Kilpatrick , 
I have received a copy of the correspondence sent to you by Dr. 
Louis E .  Ingelhan , chairman , Professional Freedom and Respon­
sibility Committee of the National Council of College 
Publications Advisers . 
As President of NCCPA and an executive committee member 
of the Student Press Law Center , I endorse and appl;md Dr. 
Ingelhan's  statements as they relate to your February 19 column 
on the Howard University case . 
As an active adviser, journalism teacher and college ad­
ministrator for nearly 20 years , I, too, know first hand of the con­
stant abridgement of both First and Fourteenth Amemdment 
protections by high school and college administrators . 
It is unfortunate a respected journalist like Jam es J .  Kilpatrick 
would not be protective of the rights granted to all Americans by 
the Constitution of the United States and upheld by the judi�ial 
system . · 
· In ·private business , he who owns the press owns freedom of 
the press . However, at public institutions , an arm of the state 
cannot abridge the constitutional rights of those who attend or 
work there . 
In 1 969 the court ruled that school and college newspapers 
meet the general definition of newspapers since they are printed 
and distributed at stated intervals to convey news , advocate 
opinions , and usually contain advertisements and other matters 
of public interest , in the Lee vs . Board of Regents case . 
These decisions set the stage for an amazing fifteen years of 
litigation which has completely redefined the role of the student 
press and its editors from whatever might have existed earlier . 
Two cases which began in 1 967  were finally decided in 1 969 . 
In the landmark case of Tinker vs . Des Moines Independent 
Community School District , the court said school authorities 
could not suppress student expression in high schools because 
neither students nor teachers left their constitutionally protected 
rights at the school house gate . For the college level there was the 
Dickey vs . Alabama State Board of Education case in which the 
court ruled that Troy State College could not punish the editor 
for criticizing the governor or the state legislature by expelling 
him from exercising his constitutionally guaranteed right of free 
and unrestricted expression : 
So what have the couns done about freedom of the press for 
student editors since 1969? Circumstances in which 1 live and 
work have forced me to find out and know . Here is where I have 
to come from : 
For nearly 10  years I have been chairman of the professional 
freedom and responsibility committee of the National 
Association of College Publications Advisers (now called College 
Media Advisers) . 
I have been associated with the Student Press Law Center of 
Washington ,  D .C . , as a consultant and corporate board me·m­
ber. 
I am National Deputy Chairman for the student press of the 
Freedom of Information Committee of the Society of 
Professional Journalists . 
Every week I receive a half dozen calls from very concerned ad­
visers or student editors asking for advice and help to overcome a 
campus problem of suppression or discipline . . 
I cannot function for these people unless I know what I 'm .• 
talking about . To that end I have compiled more than l, 200 '.� ' 
court decisions and legal action reports which outline just what · ·� 
the status of the freedom of the press the student editor has . ' 
Here js what you should know : 
Freedom of the press is a right guaranteed to individuals . 
The individual who enjoys that right in public colleges or 
schools is the student editor. Other students on the staff serve in 
the interest of the editor' s  freedom , not their own . 
No government official can serve as a publisher of a newspaper 
in which another individual is exercising press rights . 
This means that a college president , a board member , a faculty 
member , an administrator or a student government official can­
not restrain , censor , threaten in any way , chill or punish the 
student editor for the content of the newspaper. 
Please turn to page 4 
I 
Furthermore , Ms . McKnight may not have invdted any per-
sonal dollars in the Howard Hilltop, but is is a pretty good bet 
she has invested much of herself in terms of time, energy , 
dedication and concern . It ' s  also a pretty good bet the institution 
hasn ' t  invested much in the publication . Most institutions don ' t  
pay much attention : to  the fiscal affairs of their student 
publications , the quality of facilities provided or to fhe selection of a qualified , professionally trained adviser for :the student 
publication . It ' s  also a pretty good bet that when the students do 
perform in a professional manner , as journalists sh�uld , the in­
stitution will cry "foul " and take action to muzzle the press . 
This performance is not unlike Richard Nixon 1 s claim of 
executive privilege . . 
It ' s  also amazing that student press coverage of a lawsuit , ob­
viously part of the public record , would prompt an administrator 
to seek whatever means possible to remove the editor lfor printing 
such information . · 
Shame on you for not upholding constitutional guarantees for 
all citizens , the ethics of the journalism profession and the 
people ' s  right to know. I certainly hope you will kn.ow more abut 
the law before you giv� your readers inaccurate informtion in the 
future . After all , the only thing a journalist can �ive by to have 
credibility with his reader is accuracy in his work . 
te shall make or enforce .any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of 
States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, l iberty, or property, without due process 
nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws. "  
From the, 
1 4th Amendment, 
U.S. Constitution. 
' 
\ 
l .  
· Freedom of the Campus Student Press Day and Mont 
January 1 986 · Since January 1 9 falls on a Sunday and because colleges using the earty semester plan might not be in  session, the entire mor:ith of January 1 986 has been designated as a time for suitable commemorative events and articles for the 1 986 observance. 
Kllpatrlck · 
" Let them buy 
their press and 
mo'F off campus. "  
Reed 
" . . .  First 
Amendment prot­
ection lies with the 
(campus) editor . . .  
the publisher­
president cannot 
censor the editor. " 
lngelhart '  
" .  . . the c.ollege 
president of a 
public college is 
forbidden by court 
precedents from 
assuming the 
traditional role of 
the publisher."  
president, James E .  Cheek. Dr.  Cheek ordered Miss McKnight to 
cut it out .  She refused . Then, by amazing coincidence, the 
university ' s  administration discovered that Miss McKnight had 
"falsified" her admissio� application back in 1 979 . She had 
failed to disclose that previously she had attended Syracuse 
University for a year and had left in poor academic standing 
before enrolling at Howard . 
Seizing upon this heinous offense, Dr. Cheek thereupon ex­
pelled her. The students erupted in protest . True to form , the 
matter went to court, and a judge ordered Miss McKnight rein ­
stated both as a student and as an editor. Moreover, the univer­
sity was ordered to stop interfering with "her exercise of free 
press rights guaranteed by the Constitution . ' '  
The reason given by the university for.the young woman's  ex­
pulsion is what is known in Latin as phonus bolonus. That 
reason is unbelievable . She was fired because of her editorial in­
sistence . But there is more to be said . My own contention is that 
Howard's president clearly had the power to remove her as 
editor. In my own view, the rights of an editor end when the 
power of his publisher begins. In these student cases the school 
or college plays the role of publisher. It cannot be otherwise . 
Where did Miss McKnight get the right and power to publish 
business nor the profession of journalism. 
Ethically, the college administrator docs not know the 
obligations of the traditional publisher, docs not accept them 
and cannot accept them . Your publisher was not 'the local gover­
nment for your newspaper's  readership , or should not have been 
and could pursue , free of conflict of inter".'.St , your newspaper' s 
duty to scrutinize the performance of that government on behalf 
of your readership . His only obligations were to the ethics of 
journalism and to the well-being of the newspaper. The former 
are well described by the Society of Prof�ssional Journalists , 
Sigma Delta Chi Code of Ethics : "Journalists must be free of 
obligation to any interest other than the public ' s  right to kno"'· 
the truth . "  The college administrator is the head of his school ' s  
government ; however , his obligat�on i s  t o  that administration ; 
so his duty as administrator conflicts with the duty of the 
traditional publisher . His allegiance lies elsewhere . 
Educationally , the college administrator as traditional 
publisher is placed in the unethical position of setting for his 
students a false example. As you correctly wrote , college students 
should " grow up to what life in the real world is all about . "  In 
the real world , the government did not tell you , as editor, what 
to print or withhold . Your publisher , the private individual , 
may have , but the government did not. Nor, in the university 
community ,  should students be led by example to believe that 
in our society we condone censorship of the press by the gover­
ment . We should demonstrate , instead , wt at the real world and 
the First Amendment require : that the college administrator 
cannot exercise the censorship role of the traditional publisher 
and that as a public official he should indeed encourage a 
critical , independent and vociferous student press . 
Finally ,  I think the reasons the college administrator cannot 
act as the · traditional publisher raises two questions for jour-
The state university cannot reduce or take away the funding it 
has been supplying the newspaper. Once a state has established 
·a forum for the expression of opinion or the presentation of 
information , it cannot weaken or discontinue that forum 
becaus� it is unhappy with the content . A public college can 
establish reasonable rules as to the time , manner or place of 
distribution or can refuse to allow distribution of a publication 
on campus which might be a serious threat of disruption . But 
the college cannot censor that publication or keep it from being 
circ_-µlated off-campus . . 
Courts at every level throughout the nation have so ruled over 
and over again as far as public colleges and schools are concerned . 
There are literally hundreds of cases which have clearly 
established these precedents . 
But there are virtually no cases that tlllk about what can 
happen in private colleges . Janice McKnight finds herself caught 
in a suppression of the campus press at a private college . She has 
sought redress through the courts . The coun could have decided 
that Howard University is so much into public service operations 
with two-thirds of its budget coming from federal funds and 
with an official relationship with the Secretary of Educa�ion as a 
functionary that it really is a public university . But, Janice ac­
cepted a pleasing out-of-court settlement ,  so the court never had 
to decide this issue.  
� Perhaps-Janice will stan a parade of press protection decisions 
with a landmark ruling . Back in 1943 the court ruled that 
repression of freedom by private interests was also impermissible 
in the Associated Press vs . United States case . 
It really isn ' t  surprising to find that Mr. Kilpatri�k has a blind 
whatever she damn well pleases? The answer is , nowhere. 
Hilltop is not her paper; she has invested not a dime in its c 
of publication . Like every other student editor , she is here t 
and gone tomorrow . If an editor falls into actionable libel, 
judgment falls not on the editor but on the university. If 
editorial so offends a rich alumnus that the alumnus withdraws 
large contribution , it is no skin off the editor' s  back . 
I was for 1 7  years editor of a major newspaper, but I never 
any misapprehension of any "free press rights. "  If 
publisher, in his gentle way , said that we ought to think a w  
before running one of my fire-eating editorials , that was it. 
piece didn' t  run. It was his paper, not mine . Ninety-nine · 
out of a hundred, his mature judgment was wiser than ' 
anyhow. 
It is beyond comprehension why student publications · 
operate under a different rule . If student journalists 
unabridged freedom of the press , their course of action is 
let them buy their press and move off campus . Until that 
pens , let them grow up to what life in the real world is all a 
Copyright 1983 by U11werslll Press Sytttliule 
Um/ fllil/J permissi<>11 
nalists outside the student press to consider. Both questions 
with the erosion of public suppon for First Amendment p 
tions , a serious problem for student journalists and non-s 
journalists alike . 
First, there is the implication of non-student journalist 
pon for exempting the student press from the First 
ment. You reponed that in cases of student press censorship 
editor ' s  "fellow students rise up in wrath . "  Actually, s 
who are not journalists are like anyone who is not a jo 
Unless their ox is being gored , they are little interested w 
the First Amendment is being violated . Are the non-s 
non-journalists in the·real world-those who stand aside or 
applaud in the face of governmental attempts to con 
press-products of universitites where they learned by 
that censorship of the student press is accepted as the 
rather than abhorred as an aberration ? 
Second , there is an implication for the non-student p 
the student press First Amendment model for the relatio 
the editor arid publisher . For the student press , the 
requires this : Since the publisher is the university ' �  chi 
ministrator and his allegiance lies outside the First An en 
the First Amendment protection lies with the editor, 
obligation is to the ethics of journalism , who " must be 
obligation ' '  to interests other than the public ' ' right to kn 
truth . ' '  The publisher-president cannot censor the edito 
campuses where the model is in force ,  the courts hav 
dictated i t ;  instead , the institutions have recognized tha 
model is the correct one . It is a mod.el which ought to 
sidered by the non-student press ,  where editors are still t 
and still  practice the profession of journalism under pub 
whose primary allegiance is to the corporation they serve 
than to the newspaper, its ethics and its readership . 
spot in understanding press freedom issues relative 
student press .  Many people do , simply because they base 
views on what they would like have exist or what existed io 
schoolboy days of long ago . 
Mr. Kilpatrick used a delightful low Latin phrase to 
the reason given by the university to expel Janice as p 
bolonus. 
Mr. Kilpatrick should know another low Latin p 
sequoia. It means that a person has a large splinter up 
logic . 
Instead of a splinter , however , Mr . Kilpatri�k still n 
security blanket of his publisher ' s  wisdom to cover up 1 7  
indiscretion as  an editor of  a major daily newspaper . 
· Mr. Kilpatrick ,  you should know that the amount 
stantive knowledge that the typical college president 
ministrator has about libel , obscenity or other press law 
insufficient to knit a hanky , let alone a blanket . 
In review, the college president of a public college is 
by court precedents from assuming the traditional ro 
publisher . Miss McKnight obtained her right and 
publish whatever she "damn well pleases" from the 
every other of the 2 3 5  million American residents got 
_ and power to do so-the First and Fourteenth Amendmen 
And here is a final aside . Since the public college c 
trol the content of the student press , it cannot be held 
libel damages The student editor is the one who cat 
assessment . This helps student editors grow up much 
what the real world life of the journalist is . · 
. .  
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Television cop series survives 
after battling with ratings wars 
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band finds home 
By J U DY WEIDMAN 
Television critic 
And you thought only cats had 
nine lives . . .  
The series survive d  the '82 
. season but the ratings did not 
measure up to standards in '83 . 
Both Gless and Tyne wre 
nominated for Emmys with Tyne 
winning the honors . 
< 
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five-member local 
11s roots in country 
music in the last 
members have been 
five years , Whiskey 
ember band un.til 
plays a variety of 
'n' roll depending on 
'ng .  
the band will be play­
'n' roll and country , 
rock than country . 
more songs by other 
selves, but band 
' en three songs of 
an instrumental piece 
,"  was written by 
the other musicians 
based on the original 
try rock" song with a 
1 - 3 p. m .  
3 - 8  p. m .  
URNAMENT 
:00 p.m. 
kras;� 
gg , Cheese n 
nt $ 1 .99 U 
' - Inc . Coffee n 
7 a .m .  u ' 
- thru --:-� 
10  p . m .  _ 
. 345- 1433� 
2 pounder � 
bite is meaty n 
$2 .50 u 
Ham & Cheese 
all the fixins! 
ips & med . drink Same as 
But! Includes 
av ors 
n't Forget 
- Sunday Night 
Specials! 
The second song is a ballad and was 
based on a past relationship , "You 
T oak the Best of Me" was also written 
by Stacy Doty . 
The last song was influenc.ed by "an 
old girlfriend from a long time ago , "  Do­
ty said and is called "Lady Like You . "  
The band has not cut a n  album yet, 
because of ihe money involve d .  
However, Stacy has gone t o  Nashville 
to record for himself , as a single artist . 
The band me mbers cons ider  
themselves a "circuit band doing a 
variety of music . . .  everything from 
John Cougar to Alabama , "  Doty said . 
The band performs through the 
Midwest but basically in the Illinois 
region . Now the band members are 
returning to where they got their break 
at Ted's , Doty said . 
The band members arc Dave 
Stephens on drums , Cathy Lawyer as 
keyboardist and backup vocalist and her 
brother Gre'gg Lawyer on bass and 
another backup vocalist . The lead 
guitarist is . Dave Dow , and the lead 
singer and guitarist is Doty . 
Returning to the place where the 
dreams bega n ,  the band still holds a 
rhythm that will put the beat into any 
soul . 
The embryo for Cagney and 
Lacey was seeded in 1975 by 
writers Barbara Avedon and Bar­
bara Cordey . 
In October of 1 98 1 ,  CBS gave 
birth to the movie which starred 
Loretta ( Hot Lips) Swit as Chris 
Cagney , and Tyne (The Enforcer) 
Daily as Mary Beth Lacey . 
Swit was stereotyped as a cop 
whose life revolved around her 
detective work . 
Daily , who still plays the part of 
Lacey , is presented as the softer of 
the two and takes on the added 
stress of a husband and family . 
The two- hour movie received 
praise from its viewers and tried its 
luck at a series in the spring of 
1982 . It was then that Cagney 
received a new identity , Meg 
Foster . 
Foster was too tough as the 
Cagney character so Cagney and 
Lacey left after the season carrying 
hate rnail . 
But in the fall of 1982 , CBS 
decided to ressurrect the series by 
g1vmg . Cagney a personality 
m akeover , Sharon (Switch) Gless . 
I 
When the news of a canceled 
series hit the public , thousands of 
letters poured into CBS requesting 
that they redeem the series .  
So,  in fall of  1984 , Cagney and 
Lacey came back to life as a series 
for the third time . 
That year the series received a 
"Women at Work" broadcast award 
from the National Commission on 
Working Women . 
Cagney and Lacey is shown at 9 
p . m .  on Monday nights, and the 
characters are little bit older and a 
little bit wiser than when they 
began . 
During the course of the series ,  
Cagney has had several heart­
breaking affairs while Lacey has 
battled with cancer and is anxiously 
waiting for the newest addition to 
her family . 
When Cagney and Lacey hit the 
television morgue , let it be known 
that the series lived a long and hec­
tic life . 
Or lives . 
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Everybody's Talking About 
Sunchase Tours Official Spring Break Trips 
CENTRlll. ll�t; RESER.VllTIONS 
t ·800·32 t ·59 t t 
CALL TO DAY ! SPACE IS LIMITED!  CREDIT CARDS ACC EPTED ! 
Daytona �-;E:��:r :;r��·D• . · ·  '"""s 87 stean1bo�� R�?s���!'�'. ���oR•DO . . . .  , , . . ,,: s86 
South Pa���,r��o����, ����� . . . . . . . . . . , .... ,,sB9 
BAH'A MAR RESORT CONDOS. . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  '""" $' 09 
s=ort wa•teE�LA�E�:��;o;L:;��� , , , .,,, '109 
VaillBeav�!E� !����oN�������.� . ,,,.,, ,$9 f Mustang �:�:'v��s'oR���:o�s . . · ' "'"' $f 29 1=ort Laud!��p:�!'M�T��·•D• . . . . . , .... ,, Sf 59 
THE CAMELOT TENNIS RESORT MOTEL . . . . . . .  ,,. ,,,, $229 
. WfteH ylJU/t S,,!tUtg /ilwok eJJUHb . .  
Ca l l  Campus Rep 
M i k e at 11111!!!!!!1!!!1!!!1111 
. 581 -3872 
2900 South College Avenue 
sunchase 
tours· "  
RESERYATilllS AllD 
INFOAMTHll: 
-8AM- 7 : 30PM MON-THUR 
-8AM- 5 : 30PM FRI 
-8 : 30AM- 5PM SAT 
Mou n ta i n  Std . T i me 
Fort Co!lins, Colorado 80525 
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Alpha · Sigrr-a Tau . 
is proud _to present their 
, 1 98-6 Spring Pledge Class 
Dana Alford 
Leanne A very 
Kris Banks­
Gretchen Benson 
Chris Bethke 
Melissa Bowman 
Jenny Dirkes 
Jennifer Durham 
Lisa Erikson 
Bobi-Jo Gladfeldter 
Beth Goodman 
A my Kryszak 
Lisa Pinelli 
A my Wilhelm 
Kimberly Zeigler 
The Journalism Department is building a new magazine 
from the ground up. We need good people to be staff 
writers, photographers, editors, artist/designers . Meeting at 
7 p.m. January 29, 1 04-S Buzzard Building . No experience · 
necessary. For more info see J .  Ryan, Rm. 1 25 B.B. , 
Journalism Instructor. 
I 
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Ca lvert 
Extra 
Seagram's 7 . 
750 Ml 
10UR 569 c,'°'O\C.l 
PACKAGE 
750 ML 
' 5'' 
Aristocrat 
GIN & VODKA 
·� 
Aristocrat 
G i n  
DeKuyper 
Peachtree 
1 .75 Liter J99 
Liquore 
AMARETTO 
750 ML 399 
� SCHNAPPS 
M 750 ML 
E&J 
BRANDY 
7So ML 
419 
Pau l Masson 
�9- PREMIUM 
t:•'� WINES 
Rh ine-Chabl is -Rose-Re is l ing 
R h ine Castle · Emerald Dry 
\l\t\110'11'9 750 ML 
�t-N 
-N�\\\e>e\ 329 1.\l\\01\0 
Santini  
Asti Spumante 
750 ML 399 
ICE COLD 
Heineken 
6 Pack 
369 
MILWAUKEE 
1 851  
. 
MEISTER BRAU 
FULL CASE-24 LOOSE CANS 519 
It iust tastes expensive 
529 
6 PACK 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :00 p :n .  
3-Movie: "Love and Bul lets . "  
( 1 979)  Charles Bronson goes 
undercover in Switzerland to 
protect a gangster's mistress. 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Friday N ight Videos 
9-Movie: "The Andromeda 
Strain . "  ( 1 97 1 ) Robert Wise 
directed this thriller about an 
alien microorganism that 
decimates a town over­
night-and threatens the 
world.  
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Nightline . 
1 1 :50 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Power Play 
Midnight 
H-News 
38-Fame 
1 2:50 a.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
Saturday 
6:00 p.m. 
2,  1 5-Hee Haw 
3-News 
9-lt's A Living 
1 0-Star Trek 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 7-Greatest American H ero 
38-Movie: ' 'The Octagon . "  
( 1 980) Martial-arts version of 
the retired-gunfighter theme. 
6:30 p.m. 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 2-Doctor Who 
6:55 p.m. 
5-Daytona U pdate 
7:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Gimme A Break! 
3, 1 0-Airwolf 
5-Centennial 
9-College Basketball 
1 2-Avengers 
1 7  , 38-Redd Foxx 
7:30 p.m. 
2,  1 5-Facts of Life 
1 7-Benson 
8:00 p.m. 
2 1 5-Golden Girls 
3 : 1 0-Movie: " Kung Fu . " 
( 1 986) David Carradine re­
creates his role of Caine from 
the TV series. In the West of 
1 885 ,  the Chinese-American 
priest, mystic and martial-arts 
expert stumbles upon an 
opium ring and squares off 
against a mysterious ,  hostile 
young man . 
1 2-Movie: ·"The Citadel . "  
( 1 938) Fine version o f  A . J .  
Cronin's novel about an 
idealistic young doctor and hJs 
career ·problems. 
1 7-Life's Most Embarrassing 
Moments 
38-College Basketball 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-22 7  
_____ ........., 
--------------------------------.i s CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Hunter 
9-News 
1 7-Love Boat 
9:1 0 p.m. 
5-Portrait of America 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Twifight Zone 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0: 1 0  p.m. 
5-Daytona Update 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Lafe Night With David 
Letterman 
3-Movie: "Joe Kidd . "  ( 1 972)  
Cl int Eastwood plays a 
trapper-guide caught up in a 
conflict between landowners 
and evicted Mexicans in  turn­
of-the-century Mexico. 
9-Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
ACROSS 
1 Huron, e . g .  
5 Long-running 
sitcom 
9 Singer Vikki 
13 Shield border 
14 Title-search 
item 
15 Dieter's 
purchase 
16 Fielder's 
ostentatious 
applause­
getter 
19 Crafty 
20 Pointillist's 
unit 
21 Shop tool 
23 Boo\ enhancer 
24 Villa d'-, at 
Tivoli 
25 Cato's 151 
26 Choice word 
27 Nicholson or 
Streep 
28 Mammon trio 
29 A son of Jacob : 
Var. 
31 Box 
32 Snooze 
33 Economic 
bases 
37 Annamese . 
measure 
38 Joker 
39 Enormous 
Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
50 Spring time 
51 Leader 
55 Roman 
emperor 
56 Rope ring 
57 S.A.  monkey 
58 Break 
59 Joint on a prie­
dieu 
60 Dance unit 
DOWN 
1 Peat source 
2 Polonius's 
hiding place 
3 Reduce 
sharply 
4 Guard 
5 Get the hang of 
2 3 4 
1 3  
1 6  1 7  
6 Commedia 
dell '-
7 Huge amount 
8 Balancing act 
9 Eggbeater 
10 Every bit 
1 1  Conquers 
Everest afresh 
12 Topgallant's 
topper 
1 7 Gare --, 
Parisian depot 
18 Foolish chap 
22 Fragment 
24 Spanish grass 
29 Bellicose one 
30 Theatrical flirt 
31 Act shy 
34 Like a fish or 
reptile 
6 7 8 
35 Unwilling 
36 Drumbeats 
37 Slangy 
rejection 
41 " He who --, 
teaches" 
(Shavian put­
down) 
42 Hayburner's 
home 
46 Have coming 
47 Ready, in 
Rauen 
50 Adams or 
Sedgwick 
52 Sounds of joy 
53 Darling of the 
Mets 
54 Open a seam 
1 0-Dick Clark's Nitetime 
1 2-David Susskind 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
38-Movie: "Ten Gentlemen! 
from West Point . "  ( 1 9 4 2 !  
Vigorous story o f  t h e  brutal 
discipl ine endured by 1 0 
cadets at West Point after the 
Revolutionary War. 
40 Mars or Venus 
41 Jargon 
42 Kind of shot for 40 
Bird L-4-3 -+---+--o 43 -- se 
1 1 : 1 5  p.m.  
5-Daytona U pdate 
1 1 :20 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Police Story 
1 0-Music City U . S . A .  
1 7-Entertainment T h i s  Week 
Midnight 
2-America's Top 1 0  
1 5-Puttin '  on the H its 
1 2:30 a.m. 
9-ln Search Of . . .  
1 5-Tales From the Darkside 
1 7-ln Focus 
38-News 
1 :00 a.m.  
2-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
38-News 
(intrinsically) 
44 Ray of films 
45 Hike 
48 Journal ending 
49 Tortoise's 
beak 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Portrait of  America 
5:30 p.m. 
2,  1 0 , 1 5-News 
3-Babe Winkelman's Good 
Fishing 
9-Fantasy Island 
1 2-Wi ldl ife Safari 
6:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Punky Brewster 
3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
1 l , 38-DisQey Movie 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
6:30 p.m. 
48 
1 : 1 5  a .m.  
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 :20 a .m.  
5-Night Tracks Continues 
1 :30 a.m.  
9-FTV 
Su nday 
4:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Silver Spoons 
9-Movie: "Goldengirl . "  
( 1 9 7 9 )  Susan Anton stars as 
a statuesque runner 
programmed to win three 
track events at the 1 980 
Moscow Olympics. 
1 2-Victory Garden 
4:30 p.m. 
2-Deja View 
1 2-Frugal Gourment 
5:00 p.m. 
3 , 1 0-News 
1 2-Wild America 
1 5-Too Close For Comfort 
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7:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Cosby Show 
3 , 1 0-Sins 
7:05 p.m. 
5-National Geographic 
Explorer 
7:30 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Amazing Stories 
0 
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See page 9A for a n swers 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Peter The Great 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
1 7 ,  38-Roger Moore is 
Bond, James Bond ,  in 
"Octopussy. "  
8:30 p.m.  
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
9-News 
1 2-Price 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwel l  
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
1 2-Yes Minister 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Black Sheep Squadron 
3, 1 0-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 5-Movie: "Divorce Wars : A 
Loves Story . "  ( 1 982)  The 
tables are turned on a slick 
divorce lawyer when his own 
• • • • IM 
wife sues for divorce. 
1 0:35 p.m. 
5-John Ankerberg 
1 0:55 p.m. 
1 7-News 
38-Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 2-ll linois Press 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 7-News 
1 1 :20 p.m. 
1 7-Movie:  "Disaster on the 
Coastl iner. " ( 1 979)  TV·movie 
centering on a deranged man 
plotting a headon collision 
between two passenger 
trains. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Charlie's Angels 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Fame 
1 0-Tales From The Darkside 
1 1 :50 p.m. 
38-News 
1 2:05 a.m. 
5-World of Tomorrow 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 2:30 a.m. 
2-News 
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"C ' �� ' By BRYAN WEA VER 
. ; Staff writer 
:I My deepest sympathy resides with � the poor soul who came up with the 
i idea of making February 2, Groundhog 
- ' - � Day . 
1i That person was at the bottom of the 
� well on thoughts concerning a special 
r. 
1- day . g This country celebrates Christmas 
ai with its reindeer , Thanksgiving with a 
=: turkey and Easter with a rabbit . r. 
1- A lowly groundhog should not 
blemish the ranks of those animals . 
The groundhog isn't the ideal animal 
to set aside its own day for . 
I come from southern Illinois where 
Studt:�nt hostile to groundh 
� . , -
farming is prominent . Every year the .__ __ ......,,....._ __ __.�-------------------------� 
fighting groundhogs . Last year alone I 
sent five of our furry forecasters to that 
great weather forecasting station in the 
sky . 
groundhog destroys acres of crops and 
injures livestock . 
It eats young beans when they are 
small and tender . Livestock step in 
• grou n d h og burrows a n d  injure 
themselves.  
For many years farmers have been 
r t i 
To a Great brother­
Happy 21 st Birthday!  
Rick, Jeff & Jim 
I think the groundhog is a vile beast . · 
They have coarse fur , pig- like eyes 
and a truly ungraceful appearance . I en-
• 
OH, NO I ' m  20 ! , 
Happy Birthday 
Patti Mascia 
It's Party Time 
Love, Your Buddies on 7 
REAL CH EESE', REAL 
SoUR CR6AM, �AL FRE5H 
veutTA&t.eS, <Re"t. F=llestl 
100%'GR0Uf.JO SEEF, REAL / 
�00,P. 0 
WHAT'S· COOKIN' 
7th & Madison Charleston 
345-7427 
joy nothi 1g more than hunting down 
those littlEi beasts and blasting them to 
"Hog Heaven . "  
I suggest w e  have 
telephone call-in vote , to d 
of the groundhog.  How 
number such as 1-800-7N 
number against the abs 
ThE!se rodents reproduce quickly and 
I think it is my sacr�d duty to thin their 
ranks . Too many groundhogs would 
result in conflicting weather forecasts . 
Groundhog Day . 
� · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
t LJET CAESAR'S PUi 
i SLICE IN YOUR LIFJ 
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·sMALL 1 INGREO IE. 
PIZZA.& 
QUART OF COKE 
$5.25 
Valentine's Day is coming 
Let someone special know that you 
-send them a Valentine's Day Per 
th rough The Daily Eastern New 
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Personals wi l l  appear F riday, February 1 
1 0¢ a word * 1 5  word min imum 
NAME --------------­
ADDRESS 
. MESSAG ______________ __...,. 
